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The Future of Printing Alpha Sigma Phi
Denied Charter

Joseph Lisnow
Assistant News Editor

A new software application called PaperCut is being
implemented to assist the
printing volume and control
students from overprinting in
the print labs.
“We are implementing a
new software application that
we believe will do a great deal
to help manage the printing needs of the students of
the University,” said Edward
Chapel, vice president for information technology.
PaperCut allows the University to monitor printing by
seeing if large quantities of
files are being queued to print,
while creating a mechanism
where students send their
print jobs to a relief station.
“This application allows us
to monitor printing by seeing
when there are extraordinary
large piles that are queued
up to print,” said Chapel. “By
having this PaperCut application in place, it allows the student to go to the relief station
and see that they printed the
document multiple times and
they won’t be doing it again. It
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The members of Alpha Sigma Phi interest group were denied charterment at Greek Council Tuesday Night.
Haylee Lenkey
Assistant News Editor

Greek Council denied interest members of Alpha Sigma
Phi official chartering after it
failed in a 12-6 vote during
Tuesday’s meeting. Gregory
Blumberg and Sam Friedman, accompanied by Matt

Golojuch, an alumni brother
and mentor from the Episilon
chapter of Penn State, along
with other members in groups
from Seton Hall University
and NJIT, presented themselves in front of the entire
Greek Council.
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Students reach into the printers in the student center Surf-N-Print
lab.

Printers Continued on Page 3

Alpha Continued on Page 5

WiFi Problems Persist

The Montclarion | Joey Cohen

Kelli Bollen and Livingston Abreu check the internet on their laptop. The wireless service has had
periodic disruptions since the start of the semester.
Jessica Hansen
Staff Writer

Over a month after noticing the first signs of wireless
Internet problems, students are
still experiencing intermittent
wireless Internet connectivity
due to an overload within the
network’s switches, according

to Information Technology.
Dr. Edward Chapel, vice
president for IT, said larger
switches will be able to handle
the massive load required for
wireless Internet on campus.
The switches have been ordered
through expedited shipping and
are expected to arrive at the
earliest within a week and a
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half, but at the very latest, shipment could take three weeks.
In the meantime, the current
switches are being monitored
to watch for an overload to the
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A driver of a taxi service reported a theft of services after four individuals
arriving on campus fled his vehicle without paying for their fare. This case is
under investigation.
A female resident of Parker Hall reported the theft of personal property
and harassment by her ex-roommate. The victim declined to pursue
charges in this matter.
Arial Zona, 19, of Wallingford, Conn.; Nicole Cartier, 19, of Brick;
Jacqueline Busichio, 18, of Brick; Danielle St. Clair, 18, of Ocean City;
and Courtney Domaleski, 19, of Brick were charged with the underage
consumption of alcohol while at Floyd Hall Arena. They are scheduled to
appear in Little Falls Municipal Court.
An act of domestic violence was reported at Sinatra Hall. The students
involved declined to pursue charges in this matter.
A female minor reported being assaulted in Panzer Gymnasium after a
basketball game. The minor and her mother declined to pursue charges
in this matter.

verbal dispute was reported at Machuga Heights. The individuals
6 On Oct. 16: Ainvolved
declined to pursue charges in this matter.
female resident wishing to remain anonymous reported being sexually
7 On Oct. 16: Aassaulted
by an unknown male. This case is under investigation.
staff member of maintenance reported a homeless male sleeping in
8 On Oct. 17: AMemorial
Auditorium. This case is under investigation.
resident of Basilone Hall reported the theft of custom ice skates
9 On Oct. 17: Afromfemale
her unsecured residence. This case is under investigation.

10
7

On Oct. 17: A female resident wishing to remain anonymous reported being sexually
assaulted by a known male.

Anyone who has information regarding these incidents is urged to call the police station from any campus phone at T-I-P-S (8477).
All calls are strictly confidential.
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Winter Sessions Return Homecoming Begins
Maya Oliver
Staff Writer

The fall semester may have just
started, but Montclair State is already
preparing for its second year of winter
courses. On Nov. 7, students will be
able register for both online and hybrid
courses, where they will be able to earn
up to “four credits in four weeks.”
Jamieson Bilella, director of summer sessions and special programs,
said that “this year, there are over 70
courses slated, with more than 55 being delivered purely online.” Courses
range from 100 level to 600 level.
“There are 25 courses being offered
that were not offered last winter, including courses in psychology, earth
and environmental, paralegal studies
[and] family and child studies,” said
Bilella.
Some other classes that were not
previously offered include World Geography, Religion and Culture, Family
in Society, Intro to Cognitive Science,
Industrial and Organizational Psychology and a plethora of others which can
be found on WESS.
A number of students found winter
courses profitable. “I’ve never taken a
winter course, but I’m thinking about
taking one this winter,” said senior
Angela Papasso. “They’re beneficial because it’s a lot more compact. I can get
the same amount of credits in a more
condensed amount of time.”
Senior Rachel DiGiacomo also said,
“It’s a good way to keep on top of your
credits. I was a credit short of being
considered a senior and last year’s winter session helped me catch up.”
Caitlin Sarti, a junior, will be taking
a winter course for the first time this
year. “I will be taking Social Psychology over winter break to make sure I
graduate on time,” she said.
Students can earn up to four credits during the winter session. “I’m not
sure what I think about winter courses
yet because I have never taken one before, but I hope it isn’t anything I can’t
handle,” said Sarti.
While a three-credit undergrad course
can cost $858.99 for in state students
and $1,639.14 for a graduate course,
student accounts does offer a payment
plan for winter sessions. This allows

students to pay for courses in two installments. While financial aid may be
granted, students are encouraged to
speak with their financial aid advisor.
“I am somewhat concerned [about

Earn up to 4 credits.
Over 70 courses will
be offered.
Payment plans are
available.
Winter housing is
available.
A list of courses being offered can be
found on WESS.

cost], but I am working now and am
hoping I will have enough to cover my
course,” said Sarti. “I also have extra
money from the loan I already took out.
I did that purposely for a scenario like
this.”
As for housing, students who live in
Machuga Heights, Hawk Crossings,
the Village, Russ and Sinatra will be
able to stay for winter sessions, provided they are enrolled in a winter course
without additional housing charges.
Students who don’t live in any of the
halls can get housing for winter sessions through Residential Education
and Services soon. ResEd is working to
find space and will be announcing an
application process soon.
More information on housing and
winter course updates can be found at
montclair.edu/winter and on Facebook
at “Montclair State University Summer and Winter Sessions.”

Catherine Baxter
Staff Writer

As October gets into full swing, students are looking forward to Homecoming. Current students, alumni, faculty
and families are encouraged to come
celebrate MSU’s Homecoming 2011.
There are various events being held
for the entire week of Oct. 24 through
the 29. Almost all events are free, so all
members of the community are encouraged to come celebrate.
Some events this year include a barbeque, a talent show, a bake sale and
a night of laser tag. The biggest event
that people are looking forward to is
the MSU student-only event: Club 28
featuring Jason Derülo. Other performances include “A Chorus Line,” a coproduction by the John J. Cali School
of Music and the Department of Theatre and Dance and “Rocky Horror: A
Homecoming You'll Never Forget” by
the MSU Players.
“As a new member of the Red Hawk
community, I can’t wait for Homecoming week to get here,” said freshman
Matt Abbott. “Homecoming weekend
was always really big in my hometown,
so I can’t wait to see what the pep rally
and football game is like at a college
level.”
Events throughout Homecoming
week are sponsored by S.L.A.M., and
the Pep Rally on Wednesday is sponsored by CSI, Athletics and Campus
Recreation. Sponsors for Homecoming
and Family Day sponsors include CSI,
S.L.A.M., Alumni Relations, University
Advancement, Athletics, Peak Performances, the Office of Veteran and Military Resources and the United States
Marine Corps and Residential Education and Services.
The deadline for King and Queen
nominees was yesterday, Oct. 19, at 5
p.m. All of the candidates perform in
the King and Queen Talent Show, and
voting begins after that. There are
two rounds of voting and two methods

of voting. Round one of online voting
starts next week, Monday, Oct. 24, at
10 p.m. through Wednesday at 3 p.m.
Round two is from Wednesday at 10
p.m. through Friday at 3 p.m.
“We also do Quarter Wars,” said Julie Fleming, assistant director for Student Involvement. “Each candidate has
a bin where people can put change, and
the money goes to charity. Half of all
money collected goes to Relay for Life
and the other half is split between the
winning candidates and goes to their
charities of choice.”
Only quarters count positively towards a candidate, and for every $5
raised they get one additional vote. All
other change and dollars count negatively toward the total. For example, if
there are five quarters and a one dollar
bill in the bin, their total is only $0.25.
Finalists are announced at the pep
rally on Wednesday and the winners
are announced at the football game on
Saturday.
This year is a mix of old and new
events. Some older events, such as the
barbeque, Talent Show and pep rally,
are traditional standards, while Club
28 featuring Jason Derülo is new.
For Homecoming and Family Day,
many of the events happen each year.
“We think of Homecoming as a tradition,” said Fleming. “People have come
to expect a carnival, the Student Showcase and Alumni-focused events, so
those things will happen every year.
Other things that happen each year are
the Alumni Swim Meet, football game
and shows at Kasser Theater.”
With Homecoming falling on Halloween weekend, there are a few new
events on the schedule for Homecoming day, such as the Children’s Costume Parade and “The Nightmare on
Clove Road” haunted walk.
Homecoming Week begins on Oct. 24.
For a full calendar of events, students
are encouraged to visit the Homecoming page on the MSU website’s home
page.

CHECK OUT THEMONTCLARION.ORG
FOR HOMECOMING COVERAGE

Printers
Continued From Page 1

also allows the employees in the print
labs to see if there is a large print job
that is queued and have it sent it to another printer, so that it won’t tie up the
printer services.”
Often students will print a document
several times if it doesn’t come out instantly and don’t realize it takes a few
minutes to queue up and print, Chapel
said. This leads to a large amount of
waste and the relief station is meant to
resolve this issue.
PaperCut can submit print jobs from
a student’s personal laptop while on
campus by submitting a job, going to
the print relief station and printing it,
Chapel said.
“I hope this new program the University is putting into place will make
the printing time go more smoothly,”
said Tim Brown, a senior. “The concept
of being able to use your laptop sounds
like a great plan. Once it is fully operating, I will be better able to get a clear
picture if it really helps or only makes
matters worse.”
There has been tremendous increase
over the last several semesters when it
pertains to printed documents as the
University goes more paperless, with
many professors using Blackboard and
posting their assigned work online,
causing the students to print these documents out in large quantities, Chapel
said.
The digitalization of books has also
seen the number of printed documents
increase, as the students would also
like to have a paper copy where they
can make study marks; the labs were
never designed to handle this, Chapel
continued.
When a student logs in to PaperCut, they will be able to see how many
documents they have printed in a term
and there will be a tool that tells them
what the environmental impact is of
their printing in terms of usage and a
formula that calculates the carbon foot
impact of each student.
"This tool will show the students

and the University about being environmentally conscious,” said Chapel.
“Also, it helps us monitor and control
the accepted volumes of printing and in
the long run, control cost.”
The PaperCut software program is
now running in both labs in the fifth
floor of University Hall and in the library. It is already implemented; how-

en weeks of the semester, it appears
that this number will increase, Chapel
said.
One issue of the Surf-N-Print lab is
that there are not enough printers running, students have said. Starting this
semester, during peak printing times,
the Surf-N-Print shuts down two printers every 30 minutes for 10 minutes at
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Students at the Surf-N-Print attempt to print their documents before the 10-minute
time limit expires.
ever, all of the features haven’t been
turned on. The goal is to have the entire system ready for January 2012,
Chapel said.
Last year, the Information Technology (IT) division printing costs were
$40,000 on paper and $35,000 on toner. Paper came to 1,111 total boxes of
paper. The IT division printed a total
5,555,000 pages of paper last year,
Chapel said.
The Surf-N-Print lab didn’t have
an exact number as of press time, but
Chapel said it should add an additional
million pages.
Looking at the trend of paper and
toner being used within the first sev-

a time due to overheating use.
“The issue with the printers not all
running makes it difficult to get my
work out on time,” said Dan Furtek, a
senior. “I have to go to the print lab an
extra 30 minutes early now in fear that
there will be a room full of students all
trying to print out their work with only
two printers running. Something needs
to be done.”
The age of the current printers on
campus varies from one to four years,
Chapel said. The University keeps a
printer until its warranty runs out,
which usually lasts five years.
To deal with this matter an additional
printer will be added so all four print-

ers are running, with the possibility of
two more being added. The order will
be made soon and it takes two to three
weeks for the order to be processed.
A 15-page limit was additionally put
into effect to reduce the wait time. A
student can use duplex printing, where
both sides of the page print, so that they
can technically print up to 30 pages at
a time.
Currently, there is a 10-minute maximum for computer usage at the SurfN-Print. The Surf-N-Print department
feels that there is no need to increase
the time limit, as the point of those
printers is just to print and run. By increasing the time limit, it would only
delay students’ printing and makes
their visit longer.
For large jobs, students are encouraged to go to computers in University
Hall or the library.
Surf-N-Print hours are from 8 a.m.
to 2 a.m. Monday through Thursday, 8
a.m. to 10 p.m. on Friday, 8 a.m. to 6
p.m. on Saturday and 3 p.m. to 12 a.m.
on Sunday.
The library runs 24 hours a day Sunday through Friday and 9 a.m. to 12
a.m. on Saturday.
University Hall operates from 7 a.m.
to 9 p.m. Monday through Friday, 8
a.m. to 5 p.m. on Saturday and is closed
Sunday.
Currently there are no plans to expand hours due to less use of printers
as the night goes on, Chapel said.
“The motives are not to restrict students from printing,” said Chapel. “Our
goal is to maintain that practice where
students can have that ability to print
without paying a fee. Where there is extraordinary use of printing services beyond the typical amount for a year, we
may institute a fee structure for that. If
students do in fact want to print entire
books out, it would be something you
are able to do but it would readily accede any threshold and we’re trying to
figure out what those thresholds would
be.”
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Sophomore Success Series is a series of
activities designed just for Sophomores!
Developing relationships, choosing a major,
deciding whether to study abroad, and
finding an internship are just some of the
decisions students make during the sophomore year. Check out these events
happening around campus!
October 19—November 2
RESUMANIA!

Wednesday, October 19
2:30pm– 4:00pm, MO – 337, Career Library

Employers provide feedback on your resume; Register at montclair.edu/CareerServices/studentservices/workshops.html

Climbing the Corporate Ladder

3:00pm, PA 113

Featuring Andy Teach, the author of From Graduation to Corporation, what do you do once you land the job of your dreams
Priority given to School of Business students, Please register at: tinyurl.com/corporateladder

Study Abroad Information Session

2:30pm, Global Education Center

22 Normal Avenue, opposite Panzer Athletic Center

Thursday, October 20
Job Interviews: What to Expect and How to Prepare
10:00am - 11:30am, MO – 334
Register at montclair.edu/CareerServices/studentservices/workshops.html

Viva Las Vegas: Sophomore Social

7:30pm, Sinatra Hall

Casino games, board games, and a Wii tournament, and win Red Hawk Dollars!

Saturday, October 22
time TBD, Sinatra Hall

Open Mic & Karaoke Night

Sponsored by the Sinatra Hall CA staff and Bonner Leaders, donate canned goods to a local soup kitchen, and learn more about the
Bonner Leaders Service Leadership program

Monday, October 24
Career Fair Preparation, presented by TARGET
2:30 – 4:00pm, UN – Courtyard Lounge
Register here: montclair.edu/CareerServices/studentservices/workshops.html

Applying to Graduate School

Tuesday, October 25
2:00pm– 3:00pm, MO – 334

Professional Science Series

Wednesday, October 26
6:00pm, Sokol Room, First Floor of Science Hall

Sophomore Advising Session

2:00pm—4:00pm, Sinatra Hall

Register here: montclair.edu/CareerServices/studentservices/workshops.html

Guest Speaker Dr. Rosa Bjorkeson, Vice President of MS Business Unit for Novartis Pharmaceuticals Corporation
Have a chance to meet with an advisor from the Center for Advising & Student Transitions (CAST) to discuss your transition from
undeclared student to a major and what it means to change your major. Undeclared students: Come early and learn about
choosing a major and thinking about career choices

Study Abroad Information Session

2:30pm, Global Education Center,

22 Normal Avenue, opposite Panzer Athletic Center

Thursday, October 27
Study Abroad 202: Study Abroad tips for Sophomores
12:00pm, Cohen Lounge, Dickson Hall
Fall Career and Internship Fair

Tuesday, November 1
1:00pm—4:30pm, UN 7th Floor Conference Center

For all majors. No registration required for students.

Wednesday, November 2, 2:00pm
New York Times Guest Speaker David Carr
2:30pm, UN 1070

New York Times media and culture columnist David Carr will speak about pursuing your passion

Career Counseling Drop-In Hours EVERY Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, 2 - 4pm
Questions? Contact the Center for Advising & Student Transitions

WiFi
Continued From Page 1

assures students that OIT is doing the
best they can to prevent connectivity
issues altogether.
One factor behind wireless connectivity issues is that students tend to use
a number of devices requiring wireless
Internet. Dr. Chapel believes that students’ multiple wireless devices create a
high demand for wireless Internet, which
overloads the switches. For instance, students using both an iPhone and a laptop
at once can contribute to an overload to
system capacity.
Despite ongoing intermittent issues
with the wireless Internet, students have
noticed improvements after the initial
internet outage.
Jason Forrester, a sophomore living
in the Heights, said, “It's frustrating, but
I've noticed improvements since the start
of the semester.”
Still, students expect to be able to
depend on their wireless Internet connection. “I find it highly inconvenient that I
have to trek to the Student Center to take
a five minute online quiz as the Internet
keeps going out,” said Forrester.
When the wireless outage first
occurred, many students were unable to
establish a wired connection as an alternative to wireless Internet. The newer
residence halls, including Sinatra Hall
and the Heights do not have ethernet
ports.
The new wireless Internet network is
part of a three-phase plan to completely
replace the old wireless network on campus. According to Dr. Chapel, the first
phase, which focused on installing wireless internet in student resident halls,
is complete. The second phase is nearly
complete, which will enable wireless connectivity in academic and administrative
buildings. The third phase, which has
not begun, will develop wireless in all
open areas on campus. Everything is
expected to be completed by the end of the
spring term.
The goal of the new system is to
improve wireless Internet connectivity
overall, and with the arrival of the new,
bigger switches, students should see even
further improvements in the wireless network.
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CAPS Gets a New Home

The Montclarion | Joey Cohen

Counseling and Psychological Services has moved to Russ Hall.
Dylan Cray-Kaden
Staff Writer

The Counseling and Psychological
Services office at MSU moved to a
larger office space in Russ Hall on
Sept. 6 in an effort to accommodate
new staff and services. Director Jaclyn
Friedman-Lombardo said that the previous location in Gilbreth House was
an “old building in need of repair with
a leaky roof.”
The new CAPS office will include a
new case manager and referral coordinator to refer students to off-campus
physicians. A postdoctoral fellow, a
researching clinician, has also been
added to the staff. Lombardo explained
that the new office and services are
“more professional.”
Lombardo said that the move has had
positive results. “Most students know-

where Russ Hall is,” said Lombardo,
who claims that the new location is
much easier for students to find than
Gilbreth House. She feels that the new
office is easier for students to find
because of Russ Hall’s centralized location.
The move has been made public via
www.montclair.edu/caps, as well as
being posted on the door to the old
office. Students that had been clients of
the CAPS office received e-mails notifying them of the move and the move was
also announced during student orientation and advertised by volunteers at
information booths around campus.
The new office space was renovated specifically for the CAPS office,
that started last spring. Previously,
this office space was occupied by the
Admissions Office, which is now in
College Hall Rm. 100.

According to vice president of
University Facilities, Gregory Bressler,
rather than finding another purpose for
Gilbreth House, the current plan is to
demolish it. The site will then be “repurposed to create a more appropriate
function, in consideration of its location
at one of the most visible entrances to
the University,” Bressler said.
Russ residents are pleased by the
relocation of CAPS to their residence
hall. “I think it’s great that CAPS
moved to Russ Hall,” said Shannon
Varga. “I hope that its new accessibility
will encourage more students to utilize
the services that CAPS has to offer.”
Charles Welch said, “I think it’s
great that they are officially part of
our society. I also find it quite a luxury
that they are downstairs as well. I can
roll out of bed, walk 15 feet and – bam!
– counseling, here I am.”

Alpha
Continued From Page 1
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Matt Golojuch speaks on behalf of the MSU Alpha Sigma Phi interests.
Golojuch led the discussion and
elaborated on the merits of the interest members, in addition to promises
of growth in the campus community,
should the organization be chartered.
“What Greek means to me is strong
leaders; I want [the interests] to start
off as students and grow as leaders in
the Greek community and beyond,”
said Golojuch.
Alpha Sigma Phi, a national organization, is also known as gentleman’s
fraternity. It was founded in 1845 by
Louis Manigault, Stephen Ormsby
Rhea and Horace Spangler Weiser under the values of silence, honor, purity,
charity and patriotism. The addition of
this fraternity would be the latest on
a growing list of organizations on campus. This chapter’s personal goal is to
strengthen the Greek community at
Montclair State.
The session began strong, highlighting the many events the interest have
co-sponsored in the past year, comprised of 21 events in the fall 2010 semester alone.
One representative, Michelle Agnone of Lamda Tau Omega, noted their
great assistance when helping with the
Women Herstory Jeopardy event, and
added, “I really enjoyed working with
this group.”
However, the tone of the council
quickly turned scandalous after an issue of an allegedly arrested member

was offered to the floor. Ivan Puente of
Lamda Sigma Upsilon brought up this
recent issue regarding a former member and leader of the interest group being involved in an act of domestic violence.
“When you are the face of an organization, there is a responsibility to be
leader,” noted Puente.
When asked for details on the matter, Friedman answered, “There was a
disputed issue between a male interest
and female outside a residence hall.
Police were called, both parties were
submitted to questioning, and charges
were filed.”
Friedman declined to comment when
asked for names of the male and female
in question. Both were MSU students.
While the male in question dismissed
himself as an official interest of the organization, this issue sparked a hot debate as to whether this group should be
chartered, based on how this event will
mark their reputation, and what they
have to reconcile it.
“We are going to hold educational
events addressing the domestic violence issue, and he will be invited to
these events for educational purposes,”
said Friedman.
He later added, “He resigned respectfully, [and is] going to have to go
through full review process, it’s not an
automatic process.”
However, this appeared as a band aid

to many Greek representatives, and
their concerns were not assuaged.
The issue of the group’s involvement
on campus also came into question, as
it was noted that following their intense event schedule in the fall of 2010,
spring and fall 2011 saw only three
and four events apiece from the interest group.
Attitudes started to worsen after
frustrations were voiced that Goloujuch
was speaking too much for the Montclair State interests, as the representatives wished to hear from their actual
peers. Each of these issues added fuel
to the debate and discussion, as the
tone in the room reached from orderly
to undeniably tense.
Dissatisfied with the turn and tone
of the open discussion, the Greek Council voted to go into closed session. After
a 45-minute debate, the floor was reopened and a ballot was called. Quickly,
their verdict was reached and denied
Alpha Sigma Phi a charter.
In the future, the group hopes to first
find and work with areas within the
campus and Greek community that
needs improvement, as their primary
desire is to be integrated into and to
grow the overall Greek community;
most notably they desire to participate

The Montclarion | Haylee Lenkey

Sam Friedman contemplates his next
move post-defeat.
in Greek Week.
They also planned to support any
future initiatives made by other Greek
organizations, as well as take part in
many events for Livestrong, their nationally sponsored area of philanthropy. Indeed, while this attempt was in
vain, the desires of the initial interests
still hold.
“We will do our best to uphold everything you expect of us,” said Blumberg.
“I promise from the bottom of my heart
that I want to be here, and the rest of
the interests want to be here.”

The Montclarion | Haylee Lenkey

Gregory Blumberg stands in front of the council.
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Undergrad Fulbrighter
Studying at MSU
Debbie Encalada
Staff Writer

A few weeks ago, the Fulbright Scholarship was introduced as an honorable
grant that a graduate student could
receive. However, Masooma Hasan is a
Fulbright Global Undergraduate scholar. Unlike the other Fulbright scholars
who are here on master’s degree programs for two years, Hasan will only be
here for one semester.
Originally from Karachi, a city of
10 million people in Pakistan, Hasan
arrived in the United States on Aug.
12, having spent one week in Washington, D.C. for her Global undergraduate Pakistan orientation organized by
IREX (International Research and Exchanges Board). She then came to New
Jersey and lived with a host family for
two weeks before moving into the village apartments at MSU.
“Life at MSU is very different from
that in Pakistan,” Hasan said. “Pakistan is a collectivist society where children are expected to live with their parents even when they get married. This
is my first time to live independently
and in a foreign country which essentially means doing groceries, laundry,
washing and cleaning all on my own.
“The university education system in
the U.S. is, to a great extent, similar
to that of Pakistan, but the amount of
diversity I see at MSU is a rare feature
back in my home university,” Hasan
said.
Yet in these two months, Hasan says
she’s become “attached” to this country.
Among the things that have made her
grow fond of the United States have
been her roommates at MSU, the family that hosted her and anthropology
in multicultural America class discussions at MSU. Hasan says that every
moment has been enlightening and
delightful, enriching her overall experience.
Hasan is majoring in business administration and plans on pursuing
something that involves management,
whether it be “human resources de-

Courtesy of Masooma Hasan

velopment, training or performance
management in a corporate or non-corporate organization.” Hasan said that
IREX felt Montclair was the most suitable university for her because of its
good psychology department and close
location to New York City.
The process to become a Fulbright
Global Undergraduate Scholar was described as long, but ultimately proved
rewarding. According to Hasan, one
had to go through two stages of the assessment process. First was the submission of the application along with a
personal statement, recommendations
and university grades to the United
States Educational Foundation of Pakistan (USEFP), much like the process
of applying to college we’re all familiar
with. Then, if the USEFP approves the
application, an interview is called with
a panel of four to five people. If the pan-

el passes the potential candidate, he or
she becomes a Global UGrad grantee.
What hasn’t been a long process for
Hasan has been involving herself in several activities at Montclair, such as International Students Organization and
Connecting Across Cultures, despite
her busy schedule. “The ISO upon my
request showcased a Pakistani movie
called “Khuda key liya” (In the name of
God) at University Hall,” Hasan said.
She has also recently signed up for a
community service project in Bloomfield at Neighbor to Neighbor network
where she will be interacting and looking after a 97-year-old citizen.
Since Hasan’s career revolves around
people and human resources, she wishes to establish a consultancy offering
human resource services to companies
in Pakistan. However, she would also
like to make education a right in Paki-

stan and not a “privilege,” as she feels
that is the solution to most of the country’s problems.
Hasan agreed with Provost Willard
Gingerich from the Global Education
Center who was quoted as saying that
Fulbright students act as “international ambassadors from MSU and [their]
own countries.”
“I agree with that statement because
as an ambassador of Pakistan, I represent the Pakistani culture and values,”
Hasan said. “As per the requirement of
the program I am expected to give presentations on Pakistan and remove the
wrong perceptions people have all over
the world about my country in order to
create a cultural understanding.
“Similarly, when I go back to my
home country I will be sharing my experience in the U.S. and particularly in
Montclair State University for people
to have a better understanding of this
part of the world,” Hasan said.
The Fulbright Scholarship has affected Hasan’s life in many ways, she
says. “Time, financial and people management are some of the many skills I
have gained while living independently here. It has changed my perception
about the U.S., considering that I have
met and interacted with Americans
from all walks of life and similarly it
has challenged my views about a lot of
things in life,” Hasan said.
Finally, Hasan gave advice to other international students that may be
looking into applying for the Fulbright
scholarship.
“Don’t underestimate yourself! Just
apply for the scholarship and witness
the change in you as a result of studying in a country foreign to you,” she
said.
Fortunately, MSU in association with
the Fulbright Global Undergraduate
Scholarship has been able to further
Hasan’s future, just as it has helped
all of the other participants of this opportunistic program. Hopefully, Hasan
can continue her academic success and
take a fulfilling learning experience
with her when she returns home.

Former ‘Rugrat’ Teaches at MSU
Amanda Balbi
Feature Editor

Do you remember Phil, Lil, Angelica and Spike? How about the episode where Phil and Lil get their own
rooms? Well, it just so happens that
one of MSU’s professors wrote the episode from his own experience.
Assistant professor of the English
department Dr. Jonathan Greenberg
wrote episodes for “Rugrats,” “Hey Arnold,” “Daria” and, recently, “Arthur.”
The “Rugrats” episode where Phil and
Lil get their own rooms was based on
Greenberg’s life.
Many people might not know, but
Greenberg is a twin. When he and his
brother were little, they had separate
rooms. Later in his career, he used this
as inspiration for a cartoon script.
A year after graduating Harvard
University, Greenberg decided to go to
California in search of a career in film or
writing for film. Bruce Willis’ film company hired him as an assistant, which
meant filing paperwork and answering
phones — Bruce Willis attended MSU
in his heyday.
Greenberg had sent out sample
scripts — to show production companies
that he knew how to write — in hopes
that one of them would be bought. One
day, he got a call from Gabor Csupo
who was starting his own animation
company.
Csupo liked Greenberg’s script and
signed him on as a freelance writer for
the new show “Rugrats,” which meant
that he got paid per script.
Greenberg said that freelancing
could be good or bad. On one hand, one
can take time off from writing if need-

Dr. Greenberg

Courtesy of montclair.edu

ed. At the same time, the pay wasn’t
very good.
At this point in the early nineties,
Nickelodeon was the only cartoon channel for kids. The channel itself was still
in its infancy.
“There was no Cartoon Network, no
Disney channel,” Greenberg said. “Saturday morning cartoons were really all
we had.”
Instead of trying to create a cartoon
from a pre-existing toy, like Cabbage
Patch Kids, the creators at Csupo’s new
company were looking for a fresh idea
that could be marketed as a toy.
Once the “Rugrats’” season was renewed, Greenberg was hired as a full-

Back row: Angelica, Phil, Lil and Chuckie. Front Row: Tommy
from “Rugrats.”

time writer for the show. He admits
that it wasn’t his first choice of a career,
but he networked with his co-workers
and still keeps in contact today.
After four years in California, Greenberg decided to go back to graduate
school for his M.A. and Ph. D in English and American literature. He continued freelancing throughout his time
at Princeton, co-writing for the movie
“Recess: School’s Out,” although he always focused on school first.
When the dust settled from graduate school, Greenberg found himself
searching for a job close to home. Montclair State University called out to him
like a ship through the fog.

Courtesy of freeextras.com

“I liked MSU because it was a good
fit,” Greenberg said. “The school
showed that their teachers are committed to the classroom as well as outside
scholarship.”
Although Greenberg is very dedicated to his work now, he put freelancing
on the back burner until this past summer when he wrote for the children’s
show “Arthur.”
He has also kept busy with the publication of his book “Modernism, Satire,
and the Novel.” It took over nine years
to complete. It is available now on amazon.com and at a bookstore near you.
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Halloweenies:

*Web Exclusives*

Teaching Kids How to Eat Healthy
Michaela Caton
Staff Writer

It is almost Halloween, which means
it’s time for kids to get dressed up and
go trick or treating. It is a time of costumes, candy and excitement.
Amid all of this fun, parents worry about their children knocking on
strangers’ doors. While this concern is
legitimate, there is a much greater concern for the parents of today. The shocking statistic is that parents are going
to outlive their children if something
doesn’t change in the United States.
“Obese and overweight children have
a higher risk of developing diabetes,
high cholesterol, hypertension, orthopedic ailments and asthma,” according
to Alison Auld from the Daily Bulletin.
“They are also more susceptible to bullying, depression and low self esteem.”
Childhood obesity is all too common.
“Childhood obesity has tripled in the
last 30 years,” reported Seth Doane of
CBS News.
It is disheartening to see overweight
kids who have more worries than children of past generations.
What is causing children to become
overweight? When I think back to my
own childhood, I remember summers of
biking and running around town with
the kids in my neighborhood.
I also remember eating my dinner
as fast as I could just so I could go back
outside to play. Children today are more
inclined to sit at computers, watch TV
and play video games.
Accompanied by these activates is
junk food and a lack of movement. Not
only does this lack of activity cause obesity among children, it also suppresses
their imagination.
When I babysit children, some are so
attached to video games that making
up a game themselves seems impossible. To a child, playing outside should
be their form of exercise.
Sports are a great way to get children to love exercise. Some children
are intimidated by joining sports teams
because they’re scared they will miss a
catch or — even worse — lose a game.

Parents should ask their kids if they
had fun after a soccer game rather than
focusing on if their team won.
The next cause for children to become overweight is their diet. Andrew
Prentice, a professor of international
nutrition in London, said, “The best solution to childhood obesity is to ditch
the eat less, exercise more mantra all
together.”
He said the key is for parents to stop
making food such a big issue and stop
using food to comfort their children.
Children should see food as nourishment and a time to spend with their
family, not as something to make them
feel happy. Hugs are better for changing a mood.
Telling children what to eat and
what not to eat does not work. When
a parent is constantly saying to their
child, “You can’t eat that because it is
unhealthy,” children start negatively
associating the word “healthy.”
Instead, Prentice tells parents to
catch their kids eating something
good and commend them for making
a healthy choice. This way, the child
looks at the word “healthy” in a positive way.
Cooking with children opens them
up to trying new things by making food
fun. Kids respond to fun more than
anything else.
Bringing the fun back into eating
right and exercising is the key to preventing and treating childhood obesity.
The human body is resilient and
wants to be healthy; young bodies especially have more of a chance of bouncing back from weight gain and illness.
Diseases can be completely reversed
by losing weight and changing lifestyle
behaviors, but children can’t change
their lives alone. They need guidance
and someone to set a good example.
Obesity can be a vicious cycle passing from generation to generation. You
can stop this cycle by setting a healthy
example for the children in your life.
This change can improve your own
quality of life, as well as those of the
six million American children today,
and in the future.

Making Lemonade
Valentina Di Donato
Staff Writer

Talk about making lemons into …
millions of dollars worth of lemonade!
Alex’s Lemonade Stand, the nationwide cancer charity foundation for
children has been adopted right here
at Montclair State University by the
Sigma Delta Tau sorority. For the past
four years, the sorority has been representing the charitable cause in order to
give back.
This week, the sisters of SDT held
lemonade stands around campus and
in the Student Center, selling lemonade for $1 per cup. Alex’s Lemonade
Stand has become an integral part of
the Sigma Delta Tau sorority. Grace
Blake, vice president of the sorority, is
continuing the legacy.
“I can’t think of any better organization [to support],” Blake said.
The cause is a fitting one for the
sorority, with the majority of its sisters
majoring in family and child studies.
Blake says that one of the initial reasons for being attracted to the sorority was the child advocacy issue that
Sigma Delta Tau is affiliated with. The
philanthropic organization that the
sorority partners with, Prevent Child
Abuse America, is also geared toward
children.
The goal for the week was to raise
$500, but the sisters believe they will
exceed that, already having $300 at the
end of the first day.
“The first day is always the best
because new people are coming into
the Student Center and donating,”
Blake said. “But students feel that once
they’ve donated, it’s enough.”
Alex’s Lemonade Stand is an organization that comes from humble begin-

nings. According to the not-for-profit
organization’s
website, Alexandra
Scott was the inspiration and founder
of Alex’s Lemonade Stand after she was
diagnosed with neuroblastoma, a form
of cancer onset during childhood.
On her first birthday, doctors said
that if Scott would survive, it was
doubtful she would walk again. Yet
Scott’s perseverance came through her
hard work to gain strength and to learn
how to walk despite the odds against
her.
With the second diagnosis of a growing tumor, Scott had to undergo a stem
cell transplant in 2000, right after her
fourth birthday.
“When I get out of the hospital I
want to have a lemonade stand,” she
said, to give money to the doctors and
allow them to “help other kids like they
helped me.”
At her first lemonade stand that
year, she raised a triumphant $2,000
with the few simple ingredients of lemons, water, sugar and hope.
As she continued to fight her battle
against cancer, Scott persisted with
her vision, upheld through a lemonade
stand to help the childhood cancer research initiative.
Alex’s Lemonade Stand became a
grass-roots movement, compelling and
amazing people through a little girl
with a big dream who was struggling
with her own illness while fighting to
save other sick children.
In August of 2004, Scott died at the
age of eight but raised over one million
dollars toward the eradication of childhood cancer. Her journey through survival ignited people from all corners of
the world, gripping them to have their
very own lemonade stand to donate to
Scott’s cause for a cure.

Carpentier’s Corner
“Field of Dreams”

Irish Poetry
Open Mic Night
Donation Drive
~In Monday’s Online Release~

Homecoming

King and Queen Talent Show
Smoothie and Taco Bar Review
~Coverage Online All Week~

themontclarion.org
HallowGreen:

Not Your Ordinary Holiday
Katherine Oakes
Staff Writer

There is absolutely nothing cooler
to do this October than celebrating the
wonderful holiday of HallowGreen.
“What is HallowGreen?” your friends
may ask, and that is when you scoff at
them, roll your eyes and sigh, saying,
“Why, it’s celebrating Halloween sustainably, of course.” Jeeze.
HallowGreen is a time to have fun,
eat organic, fair-trade chocolate and
hand out pamphlets on the dangers
of mono-cropping to your 7-year-old
neighbor who is dressed up as a farmer
as you hand him a soy crayon instead
of a Snicker’s bar. But this is just one
option.
There are other things you can do
on HallowGreen to help you continue
your eco-friendly practices that don’t
include ripping off your sugar-crazed
little neighbors. You can make your
own HallowGreen costumes, like a DIY
Captain Planet!
This helps you avoid harmful, nonrecyclable plastic material (polyvinyl chloride
or PVC) that is found
in most mass-produced,
store bought costumes.
Use organic face
paints or make-up for
your zombie bride costumes, since zombie
brides are biodegradable anyway.
When decorating,
try not to purchase
so many tiny, plastic
spiders or items that
will be thrown away after one use.
Try a colored cloth

tablecloth rather than plastic, or a
spooky lamp that you can break out for
mid-year HallowGreen celebrations in
the off-season.
There is something that will really
make a difference: reverse-trick-ortreating. In an effort to raise awareness of the exploitation of children
and adults working on cocoa farms for
companies like Hershey, there is a kit
of organic, fair-trade chocolate bars
and pamphlets for kids to hand out on
HallowGreen as they make their yearly
rounds.
These kits are virtually free; the
only cost is that of shipping for a mere
$7.50. You can purchase these kits or
learn more about them by logging on to
globalexchange.org.
HallowGreen is even being celebrated at MSU on Thursday, Oct. 27 in the
quad from 10 to 2 p.m. There will be
a campus clean-up taking place, with
lot’s o’ HallowGreen fun — you can
even come check out the organic, fairtrade chocolate bars aforementioned
and learn more about this great cause.

Courtesy of globalexchange.org
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The Weekly Debate
I want to go to a bar for Halloween, but
my boyfriend doesn’t. What should I do?
He Said

Joe Lisnow
Assistant News Editor

Don’t get me wrong, there’s nothing better than going to the bar and
having a grand time, especially after
a stressful week of classes. But being
dragged to a bar by your girlfriend is
not the place to be on Halloween.
It defeats the purpose of the holiday. It’s not about getting drunk and
watching everyone act like fools —
save that for Thanksgiving, Christmas and the infamous New Year’s
Eve.
Any bar that a college student
goes to is usually not the cleanest
or in the best location. We’re college kids and we have no money, so
wherever the cheapest beer is, that’s

where we go.
Do what you did before you used to
break into your parents’ liquor cabinet:
Go trick-or-treating. You’re too mature
to go door-to-door for candy?
First off, you’re in a costume so
nobody is going to recognize you. And
more importantly, you get free candy.
If she has her heart set on going to
a bar, it may not be a bad idea to just
let her go and do her thing. One less
stupid argument you have to deal with.
My only warning to you is to be aware
of what she dresses as if she does go to
a bar by herself.
It’s fine if she wants to go as a vampire or witch. Be warned, though, if she
wants to go as a sexy nurse or librarian.
In less than two weeks, a favorite
holiday among many will come and go.
Don’t let your girlfriend ruin it because
she wants to go to a bar and you’re too
stubborn to go along. Just comprise
with her. It’s the smartest thing you
can do.
If she wants to go to a bar, it means
she wants to drink and mingle. So my
solution is locate a Halloween party
and go there. There will be plenty of
booze and other people there.

She Said

Jade Moskovitz
Staff Writer

Women tend to love Halloween. It
gives them a chance to dress up and be
whomever or whatever they want to
be for a night. Granted, the costumes
aren’t generally the best representations of our dream occupation, favorite
animal and so on, but where would be
the fun if they were?
If you pose the idea of going out to a
bar for Halloween festivities and your
boyfriend wants to stay home instead,
let him. Believe it or not, a lot of guys
love Halloween for this very reason.
Maybe they aren’t into dressing up, but
their eyes can’t help but wander over to
all the girls who do.
So make sure when describing your

plans, you are sure to emphasize
how although he is in no way obligated to come out with you, you are
still going to wear the same outfit
you had in mind for everyone at the
bar to see (you know — the one with
basically more skin than fabric).
Now if that doesn’t work, the
chances are he’s not going to come to
the bar regardless of how promiscuous your outfit may be or the eyes
that will see it. However, there is
still an easy fix.
The idea of Halloween being a day
of indulging in sweets and door-todoor “trick or treats” has managed to
transition over the years into a day
of drinking with friends. So why not
celebrate it with your girls? If your
boyfriend wants to skip the Halloween celebration, make it a girl’s
night out.
After all, there are plenty of other
occasions when your boyfriend is obligated to be by your side. So enjoy
this one with your friends and save
anniversaries and Valentine’s Day
for your man.

Email your Campus Concerns to MSUfeature@gmail.com
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One Professor’s Quest to
Save Breasts
Amanda Balbi
Feature Editor

You go to your favorite bar this weekend only to find out that someone is
hosting a fundraiser. As you push your
way through the crowd and lean your
elbows on the bar to order a drink, you
notice that the fundraiser is benefitting the American Cancer Association.
What would you do?
Well, this was the case last weekend
when Professor Fernando Uribe hosted his fifth annual “Save the Breasts”
fundraiser. Liberty Bar and Grill in
Hoboken was filled with supporters
and donators to the cancer charity.
“I’m so happy with the turnout,”
Uribe said. “If you want a good turnout,
you have to use Facebook, Twitter and
e-mail to be persistant.”
With over 85 supporters, including
Uribe’s students, friends and coworkers from Berkeley College, he held a
date auction as well as a spa auction,

“I’m really proud of the
event. I put a lot of time and
effort into charity work.”
Fernando Uribe

raising $3,100 for the American Cancer
Association.
“My students are very supportive,”
Uribe said. “I try to be personable and
genuine with my students.”
The date auction consisted of nine

Uribe at the Making Strides Against Breast Cancer walk, where he was
named Pacesetter for the amount of funds he raised.

women and one man. Uribe reached
out to his friends for help. They volunteered their time to be auctioned off to
the highest bidder. The highest bid was
$300 for one woman.
Both the people being auctioned off
and the buyers had to agree on the rules
set forth by Uribe after purchase.
Uribe also featured a table where patrons could pick up brochures and other
literature that raised awareness about
breast cancer, early detection, a list of
places to get help if a woman gets diagnosed and places where women can get
mammograms. The American Cancer
Association provided all the literature,
and Uribe provided wristbands and rib-

Uribe and the owner of Liberty
Bar, Dawn Kaplan.

bons for support.
Planning for this event took Uribe
about three months. He said that finding a place to host the event was one of
the first things he checked off his list.
“You know, businesses talk. ‘Oh,
you’re the guy who ran that event last
year,’” Uribe said. “They’re happy to
host because I bring them business
and, in turn, they offer great drink specials.”
Drink specials included $3 drafts
and $5 house drinks.
The casual atmosphere and autumnal weather made for a great turnout.
Not to mention it was a Saturday night
in Hoboken. Why not donate your time

Photos courtesy of Fernando Uribe

and money to a good cause?
“I’m really proud of the event,” Uribe
said. “I put a lot of time and effort into
charity work.”
The “Save the Breasts” event precedes the Making Strides Against
Breast Cancer walk that Uribe also
participated in.
He pulled an all-nighter between
cleaning up the bar to counting the donations. Before he knew it, he was on
his way to Jersey City for the walk.
From 10 a.m. to 3 p.m., Uribe was
at Lincoln Park in Jersey City for the
four-mile benefit walk, where he was
named a Pacesetter based on the funds
he had raised.

Need To Better Your GPA?

Photo by: Eloísa Valdes a.k.a.
Helewidis (helewidis@gmail.com)

Juniors wanted to be part of a study that could
potentially improve their GPA!
The purpose of the study is to evaluate
motivational strategies for improving academic performance.

Participation in this study can potentially improve your GPA and give you an
entry into a raffle for a chance to win a $50 VISA gift card!!
If you are interested in participating in our study contact us at
boostgpa@gmail.com
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Child Care Wanted

Sitters wanted. $12+ per hour.
Babysitting, housesitting,
petsitting. Register free for
jobs near campus or home
and start earning cash now!
www.student-sitter.com

Want to advertise or
promote your
business?
The Montclarion
Are you looking to
would like to inform you
hire or have rooms for that we will NOT be having
rent?
an
Advertise with
issue next week.
The Montclarion!

Email
montclarionads@
gmail.com

Make sure you check our
website at
www.themontclarion.org
for the latest stories and
news!

for more information
and details.
My friend’s uncle’s second cousin’s son has autism.
My friend’s uncle’s second cousin’s son has autism.
My friend’s uncle’s second cousin’s son has autism.
My friend’s uncle’s second cousin’s son has autism.
My friend’s uncle’s second cousin’s son has autism.

Autism is getting closer to home.
Today, 1 in 110 children is diagnosed.
Early diagnosis can make a lifetime of difference.

Learn the signs at autismspeaks.org

© 2010 Autism Speaks Inc. "Autism Speaks" and "It's time to listen" & design are trademarks owned by Autism Speaks Inc. All rights reserved.
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Halloween
Halloween is just around the corner! Have fun with
this Halloween themed puzzle.
1

2
4

3
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6
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9
10
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12

13
14

15

3
4
6

8
9
10
11
14
15

Across
Covers your face.
The famous vampire.
These buildings not
only look creepy, but
may have creepy
surprises inside!
The sound a ghost
makes
The month
Halloween is in.
A vampire's favorite
drink
You wear these on
this holiday!
Usually carved into
for this holiday.
They fly in the sky at
night.

Last Week’s Answers

Down
1
Creator of "The
Nightmare before
Christmas"
2
Knock door to door and
you're given this!
5
The candy that's
famous around
Halloween
6
Another word for scary,
typically for movies.
7
The feeling you get
around Halloween
12 Trick or ____
13 Word used to scare
people.

Daniel E. Gerlach
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Find Printer
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Hannah Scherba | The Montclarion

e here at The Montclarion
can sum up printing on campus in
one word: anxiety. The printers fail
more then they succeed and there is
no telling whether there will be six
students already waiting to use a
printer when you need it.
If you are a student at Montclair,
then it is practically guaranteed
that you have shown up to class
without an assignment because the
Surf-N-Turf lab seemed to lose your
assignment in a digital mix up.
“But I printed to all three printers!” you may think, or, “The sign
at the computer told me to print to
#2.”
Well ladies and gentlemen, the
University is attempting to fix this
nagging issue. They have already
begun implementing a program
called PaperCut. PaperCut will
monitor a student’s printing based
on an assigned account and try to
subvert the overflow of requests to
one specific printer. There will be
“relief stations” which are meant to
stop you from printing multiple copies. You can go to one of these relief
stations to see how many times
you have attempted to print out an
assignment.
With the increase in student
enrollment, the problem of delayed
or nonexistent printing is pervasive
on Montclair’s campus. The question
is whether or not this new program
has the capacity to fix our problem.
Will simply monitoring how often
and how many pages we are printing our assignments result in concrete change?
Taking a step back and viewing
the program for what it is, has led
us to believe that the University
will try to limit the amount of times
a student can print from his or her
account.
And what happens then? If there
is a student in a class that requires

various copies of one document,
are they then expected to spend
money on copies? English majors
constantly need to print out multiple copies of their work for the
entire class. Students should not
be punished simply because the
University cannot handle the volume of a college community.
Our suggestion is not to limit
the amount of paper a student can
print but to purchase more printers. Why that isn’t immediately
obvious to the University seems a
bit perplexing. If there were more
printers and the computers were
equally distributed throughout
those printers then they wouldn’t
be in danger of overheating or suffering a backup.
The University needs to stop
increasing enrollment if it can’t
handle the demands of its current
students. Professors are still going
to give out the same number of
assignments and the University
needs to realize that. The students are still going to need to
print out their required workload.
PaperCut is scheduled to be an
integral part of campus printing
by Jan. 2012, just in time for the
spring semester.
The University has stated that
they do not want to limit student
printing just to prevent fees. Fees?
We weren’t even aware that we
were in danger of having to pay
for printing, at least not more
than what is already included in
those mysterious “facilities fees.”
We are making a prediction
that by the end of next semester
the University will be placing a
limit on printing and charging a
fee to our accounts if we exceed a
designated amount of pages.
Until then, we will observe
PaperCut with wary complacency.

Can’t Buy Me College

E

ducated, in debt and unemployed. It’s a pretty grim picture.
According to a recent report in
USA Today, the national student
loan debt has surpassed $1 trillion.
Additionally, student loan amounts
have doubled in the past decade.
Student loans now account for more
debt nationwide than credit cards.
For the “99 percent” of Americans
who can’t pay for their entire college
education out of pocket, over borrowing is unavoidable, even at public
universities.
Being forced to take out a mortgage before 22 places students in
crippling debt at a young age. It’s
bad enough that we face a horrendous job market. We’re resigned to
the fact that this may mean living
at home for a few more years. But
why should students bear such a
great financial burden when the federal government rushed to aid Wall
Street four years ago?
With these facts in mind, it puts
the month-long Occupation into perspective.
Students have to pay back (or at
least manage) their personal debt
before contributing to any sort of
economic recovery. There’s a good
chance that a 22-year-old college
graduate with a business degree
who’s currently employed part-time
at Staples won’t be making any
economy-boosting investments in
the near future.
If anything, more graduates are
returning to school to earn graduate degrees, deferring payments and
taking out more loans.
The reality is that many of us live
minimum wage paycheck to paycheck. Perhaps this is more evident

Hannah Scherba | The Montclarion

at Montclair State because so many
services such as education. Private instistudents here commute, work and go
tutions, in our opinion, have surpassed
to school. We understand
thatScherba
educa- | The Montclarion
the threshold of realistic prices to charge
Hannah
tion and a career aren’t just handed to
for college education.
us. Our expectations aren’t ridiculous,
President Obama extended the Pell
and the idea that one should be able
Grants offered to lower income stuto attend a public university without
dents in Feb. 2011. Whether or not such
graduating with $40,000 debt isn’t all
extensions will continue depends on the
that crazy.
upcoming 2012 presidential elections.
In-state tuition for MSU, including
Federal loan interest rates currently
room and board, runs over $14,000 per
rest around 3.4 percent as a result of
year. And take into account the most
legislation passed in 2006 by House of
recent five percent tuition increase.
Representative Democrats over a fiveIt’s not getting any cheaper. If the
year period. These rates will likely doucurrent trend continues, public univerble next year to 6.8 percent.
sities (especially in N.J.) will continue
After we graduate, there’s no certo increase tuition, largely due to the
tainty of a job that provides a living
lack of financial support from the
wage or any kind of personal or financial
state. Gov. Christie’s priorities clearly
freedom. Even if you’ve earned a “practido not lie with supporting public sector
cal” degree (accounting, education, busi-

ness…) your chances of gainful employment in your desired field following
graduation are slim.
A student bailout would be a beautiful thing. It would free a generation of
potential wage slaves and allow us to
reach our full potential.
Something has to give. The College
Board records indicate that more students are defaulting on their loans
than ever before. But after the government spent $300 billion to bail out
Citibank, surely they can forgive some
student loans?
Some of the latest reports estimate
the cost of the Iraq War at over $3 trillion. What’s another trillion? Think of
the children, and consider it an investment in the future.
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This Land is Our Land The Dept. of Ed. and You

I

n fourteen
hundred ninety
two, Columbus
sailed
the
ocean blue ...
and savagely
murdered and
stole from tens
of thousands
of
people.
Upon
their
Kiersten parks
first encouncolumnist
ter, Columbus
recorded the
natives of the Bahamas to be exceptionally generous and handsome with well-built
bodies. Later, he noted that they would
also make excellent servants, ones which
Columbus was positive he could hold complete authority over.
From the moment Columbus and his
fellow explorers stepped foot on the sandy
shores of the New World and met the natives
of the land, the instantaneous culture clash
which occurred forever altered the path of
American history.
Today, many of our perspectives of
American history are blurred and limited by
ethnocentrism.
The methods by which we are taught in
elementary, middle and even high school are
greatly flawed in countless ways, the most
prominent one being that we are informed
from the viewpoint of the “superiors,” the
ones who made out and often gained success
through the suffering of the less fortunate
and naïve.
Expectedly, the native people of the
Bahamas and Columbus’ men had few commonalities to bond over; the natives were
described as being caring and hospitable
while the Europeans were dominated by
fatal obsessions with kings, religion and
the conquest for wealth. Columbus, like
many other explorers of his time, was not
genuinely interested in making allies with
the natives he came in contact with, but was
more concerned with discovering one thing:
gold.
Today, 519 years after Columbus and
his men first came upon the Americas,
people throughout the country have started
to make their own opinions on the holiday
and the honored individual known, professing their desire to eliminate Columbus Day
all together or at least find an alternative for
it.
Traditionally, cities across America, especially larger ones like New York, have celebrated the second Monday in October with
parades, festivals, loud music and brightly
colored costumes; it is a festive commemora-

tion in honor of Italian and Italian-American
heritage and their contributions to our country. In recent years, people have started
to question the authenticity and meaning
behind the holiday, due to the fact that it is
historically known that Columbus was the
source of mass annihilation and genocide.
Within four years of Columbus landing in
San Salvador, a third of the original natives
had either been killed or exported as slaves.
It is even said that Columbus’ exploration
and exploitation resulted in over 90 million
genocidal deaths during the 100 years after
his arrival.
In objection to Columbus Day, South
Dakota celebrates Native American Day and
Hawaii observes Discoverer’s Day. While it’s
entirely understandable why many people
have come to oppose the honoring of a man
who was responsible for the enslavement,
torture and deaths of so many people, it
seems that their motives stem from a source
that is slightly inappropriate.
The reason why so many are unsettled
about the commemoration of Columbus Day
is because what he did was wrong, which
is unquestionably true. However, what people fail to comprehend is that eliminating
Columbus Day will not erase Columbus, or
any other treacherous, murderous conqueror
from America’s history.
Getting rid of Columbus Day or simply
renaming it will also not change the original
source of this conflict: the ethnocentrically
narrow view through which history is taught
in American schools.
What truly need to be questioned and
perhaps altered in this situation are the
larger, more deeply-rooted flaws which contribute to the misunderstanding of certain
historical figures.
We can’t accuse anyone of being ignorant
of the past when their knowledge of it was
falsely instilled in them at such a young,
vulnerable age.
Also, it would be interesting to see if so
many people would be so quick to eliminate
or rename a holiday if they knew that it
involved changing the methods by which our
schools teach and the content of the curriculum they use.
Would as many people be willing to eliminate the holiday if it meant receiving one
less day off of work? It’s essential that before
protesting anything, people have sincere
motives and a complete understanding of the
matters at hand; otherwise, lasting change
will never be accomplished.

S

ince its inception in 1980, the
U.S. Department
of Education has
been strategically
initiating plans
to enrich the
overall well being
of students across
America.
Equipped
with a $63.7 bilJesse Imbergamo lion budget, the
Department alloColumnist
cates its funds to
each state in order to support programs
designed to improve the quality of education
that the children of our country receive.
However, this seemingly agreeable organization appears to be ornery to GOP presidential candidates, for all those running
have highlighted their grievances with the
Department as well as their plans to eliminate it completely.
Michelle Bachmann has pledged to
“turn out the lights” of the Department of
Education, Mitt Romney has made claims
that the federal government needs to be
removed from education and Rick Perry has
hailed the Department as unconstitutional.
The overwhelming obsession with antifederal government policies appears to be
clouding the judgment of the GOP, which is
prompting them to overlook the substantive
positive impact the Department of Education
has on the country’s schools, specifically
those that are facing the greatest number of
problems.
The central beneficiaries of federal funding are indeed the schools that require the
most improvement.
Without federal funds, state and local
governments would be responsible for generating significantly higher amounts of revenue if they wished to continue legislating
programs geared toward revamping and
upgrading the quality of education in some

of the nation’s most struggling neighborhoods.
In 2010, $268 million in federal funds
was allocated to the New Jersey Department
of Education. Of the funds granted to the
state, the City of Newark and Jersey City
were awarded the highest amounts, $23.5
million and $14 million, respectively.
This past summer, it would be Newark
and Jersey City again, accompanied by East
Orange, Paterson, Camden and Lakewood
that received $55 million in federal grant
money to aid in improving academic performance. Schools in these areas incontrovertibly require assistance in greater volumes
than the majority of other schools in the
state.
The Department of Education is instrumental in ensuring that the schools that are
currently struggling the most to raise the
quality of education receive the added financial help they need.
It would be rather difficult to locate a
person who did not believe that education
is a basic human right that all children are
entitled to.
It is with this certitude that one would
also believe that there should be a nonexistent dissimilitude between the qualities of
education received by children throughout
the many neighborhoods of America’s diverse
regions. Regardless of where a child lives, he
or she should be privileged with educational
standards in alignment with the rest of the
country.
Unfortunately, there is a disparity in
the quality of education among our nation’s
schools, and while the Department of
Education is not the answer to all of our educational problems, it is a catalyst of change
and progression necessary to our continuation down the road toward educational
equality, a quest that we as a nation must
not tire from.

Jesse Imbergamo, a communications major, is in
his first year as a columnist for The Montclarion.

Kiersten Parks, an English major, is in her first year
as a columnist for The Montclarion.

Montclair’s Internet Dark Ages
Internet access problems leave students struggling for answers

“W

ith all
of the money I
pay to live here,
I think that I
should be able
to sit in my
room and do
my homework
without having
to walk to the
library,” resiJacqueline
dent Colleen
Flanagan
Walsh said as
columnist
she struggled
to find an
Internet connection in her apartment in
Hawk Crossings.
While many students find no problem
with walking to the library to access the
Internet, others are angered and frustrated
at the issues that have been going on with
the campus’s connection.
As a resident of Hawk Crossings, I am
getting used to opening my laptop and seeing that I have no Internet access. And I
can’t say that I am pleased.
While I am usually not one to complain, I
found myself calling MSU’s University Help
Line, mostly just to jump on the same boat as
all of the other students that called the tech
department to complain.
When I asked about my Internet connection, I was told that they were “working
on the issue” and to go to the library in the
meantime.
And don’t think that they didn’t suggest
an Ethernet cord, which is quite interesting
because we were specifically told that we did
not need them.

that she lost her Internet connection in the
The Montclair State University website
middle of taking an online test.
sent out an email in the summer that had a
She then stated, “It really makes me
list of things that we should and should not
angry. I honestly feel like all this school cares
bring to our residence halls.
about is our money. It’s almost like they don’t
The list says, and I quote, “We recomcare about whether or not we fail, as long as
mend laptops for space saving and convethey get a check in the mail every semester.
nience. All of our buildings are wireless, so
I shouldn’t be losing Internet in the middle
no Ethernet cords are needed.”
“I
don’t
of my online
think that we
assignments.
should have to
That is just
“Not everyone has a Smartphone.
bring Ethernet
ridiculous.”
cords.
I
With midThe only way I can check my inbox is
shouldn’t have
terms sneakto spend any through a computer and that should not ing up around
more money
the corner, I
than I have
find it unrealbe an issue.”
already spent,
istic that MSU
especially
expects us all
since I was
to desperately
told to not bring one,” Walsh added.
crowd in the library just so we can access our
“When I
called tech support, I found
exam reviews on Blackboard.
that the that girl I was speaking to was misI found my roommate reading her
informed and not very helpful. She basically
Biochemistry notes on her iPhone because
said whatever she could to end the call.”
she had an exam that required her profesWhen I hung up the phone, I wondered
sor’s online notes.
why they even bothered putting desks in our
“I would have walked to campus earrooms, considering that we have to go elselier but it was during a thunderstorm,”
where to even get our online assignments,
Christina Cangelosi says. “I ended up walkanyway.
ing there anyway because I didn’t feel like
It’s not like the walk to the library is
failing. I wasn’t too happy when I got to the
exactly enjoyable, considering that the
library and I was soaking wet.”
weather is not always in our favor. I wonder
What I find to be slightly humorous
what it is going to be like when it is snowing
is when we receive emails about how the
and they expect us to hobble to campus or
Internet connection will be down.
wait for a shuttle just so we can check our
How exactly are we supposed to check out
email.
emails without any Internet connection?
Hawk Crossings residents are not alone.
“Not everyone has a Smartphone. The
Sinatra Hall resident Alexis Grosso said
only way I can check my inbox is through a

computer and that should not be an issue,”
student Joe Fedorcyzk mentions. “I feel like
they should have had all of this figured out
before the semester even began.”
What is unfortunate is that it is midOctober and we are still not fully connected
to the World Wide Web. If MSU wants to
encourage its professors to use Blackboard
and use email as their core method for
campus communication, I think that the
Internet should be far less unpredictable.
Frustrated students will remain unhappy
until something is fixed, so fix it.

Jacqueline Flanagan, a broadcasting major, is in her
first year as a columnist for The Montclarion.
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Wildly Swinging Pendulum Fails to Start the Clock
Bipartisan politics are further dividing the country

A

fter
months
of
speculation by
political pundits and the
media
and
the somewhat
pathetic pleas
by figures,
public
and
Dillon Eliassen private, Gov.
Chris Christie
Columnist
announced for
the umpteenth time that he wasn’t running
for president.
Within a few days, Sarah Palin also
announced she was not running, even
though a majority of conservative voters did
not want her to run.
With those two high-profile announcements, along with the refusals of Mitch
Daniels and Paul Ryan to run, the media
can now commence to nitpick the settled
field of Republican candidates.
I’m glad Christie decided not to run.
A common critique of President Obama’s
job performance is that his incompetence
springs from a lack of experience.
That valid criticism would be ineffectual
and hypocritical if Christie were to win the
nomination; he’s only been governor for less
than two years.
Democrats usually nominate a good looking guy with a gift for oration: Barack
Obama, Bill Clinton and John F. Kennedy
(Jimmy Carter was the exception to this
rule). There is a dividing line between these
Democrats: JFK’s and Clinton’s administrations are generally considered successful,
while Carter’s and Obama’s are character-

ized by malaise and a worsening of the
economy.
When you look at the experience of these
Democrats, it starts to make sense: Carter
was governor of Georgia for four years and
Obama a senator for four years before they
became presidents. JFK was a congressman
for six years, then senator for eight, while
Clinton was governor for 14 years prior to
being elected.
Traditionally, the GOP nominee is a former candidate who had previously lost the
nomination or general election.
It is a trend that can be traced back
through John McCain, George H. W. Bush,
Ronald Reagan and Richard Nixon (George
W. Bush was the exception to this rule).
Romney fits this mold, having come in second banana to McCain in 2008.
On Oct. 13, Gloria Borger wrote on Cnn.
com: “This year was supposed to be different. This was to be the time for the
Tea Party to flourish and nominate a true
believer. It’s the moment, we were told, for
an out-of-the-box Republican who would be
against everything Barack Obama supports,
like health care reform or bank bailouts.”
On Oct. 10, Slate.com posted an article
by Jacob Weisberg titled “Mitt’s Unlikely
Victory” in which he states, “In the most
conservative moment the United States has
experienced in decades, a party dominated
by Tea Party radicalism is on course to nominate the mild and moderate Mitt Romney.”
The implication of both articles is that
it should be earth-shattering news that
Romney will most likely be the nominee,
despite the inordinate control over the GOP
the Tea Party wields.
However, this is a disingenuous claim;

the Tea Party is only one coalition among
many that comprises the GOP. The beliefs of
Tea Partiers are not identical to all conservatives.
It is true that the rise of the Tea Party
has greatly affected mainstream politics in
general and conservative politics in particular.
But it was Christie, a moderate, who
was the most sought-after Republican to
run. Daniels and Ryan, two more moderate, fiscal conservatives, disappointed many
in the party when they decided not to run.
Meanwhile, nobody was banging down Tea
Party darling Michelle Bachmann’s door to
get her to run, nor Rick Santorum.
While the media loves to portray the Tea
Party as this ideologically rigid group recklessly pulling conservatives to the far right,
the media’s own polling shows flexibility
within the Tea Party regarding whom they
would vote for in the primary.
A poll of 446 Republicans and independents conducted by ORC International on
behalf of CNN this past September reported
that, “Eight in 10 tea party Republicans say
that they would prefer a candidate who can
beat Obama over one who agrees with them
on top issues, so ideological purity may take
a back seat to pragmatic politics in 2012
even if the GOP nominee is not a tea party
favorite.”
The same poll showed that about half of
those surveyed identify with or are sympathetic to the Tea Party. The other half would
be considered moderate Republicans.
The best reason why Romney is a good
choice is that he is a moderate conservative.
It is disingenuous for those on the right
to complain that Obama is too far to the left,

and then stump for a candidate who is an
ideologue like Obama, but only on the right.
The contemporary expansion of government does not only apply to economic regulations dreamed up by Democrats. Republicans
like Bachmann, Santorum and Rick Perry
would introduce and reinstate social regulations, which would essentially be legislation
concerning sexuality and marriage.
The candidacies of Perry, Bachmann and
Santorum are why I’m glad Romney is most
likely going to win the nomination. The
further the president is from the political
center, the more his or her policies will be
opposed. 		
The pendulum of politics swung pretty
hard to the left with the Obama administration, and look at how well he’s faring. Can
you imagine if someone like Bachmann
became president? I can guarantee you after
four years of Bachmann, the Democrats
would nominate someone even further to the
left of Obama.
Functional policy in Washington, D.C.
is dependent on the executive and legislative branches working together to craft and
enforce bipartisan legislation.
Bipartisanship is impossible to achieve if
the ideological divide between left and right
is too great. My faith in moderate conservative politics is reassured by Romney as the
front runner.
I don’t want the pendulum to swing wildly
every major election cycle; I just want stability in government, and I hope the majority of
citizens desire that as well.

Dillon Eliassen, a graduate student, is in his second
year as a columnist for The Montclarion.

Superman and Batman Can’t Save Halloween
Tackiness abounds! What ever happened to clever costumes?

D

o you
r e m e m ber
what
Halloween
used to be
like when you
were kid?
When it
was all about
who would be
Michelle Pisarri dressed in the
columnist
best superhero costume,
or the silliest, most unpredictable one.
As kids we were more concerned about
having the coolest Halloween costume and/or
getting to see who had the most candy when
we were done trick or treating.
I mean, think back: What were the popular costume choices?
Superman, Batman, the Power Rangers,

cats, giant babies and boys being cheerleaders (at least that is what it was at my school).
It was flat-out about innocent creativity.
Then came the teenage years. In those
years some of us became “too cool” for
Halloween and just waited for cabbage night,
or mischief night — toilet-papering houses
and trees all for the sake of being mischievous.
Meanwhile some of the girls started to
discover that Halloween might just be an
excuse to dress a little more promiscuously
– at least as promiscuous as their parents
would let them be.
And as for the guys – some of them just
did not care, and others went all out.
But as senior year approached and as college was in sight, or age 18 happened (whatever it was for you), the idea of Halloween
changed drastically.
Halloween became more elaborate and, to

put it lightly, more adult.
Instead of one night a year, it stretched
into three or four nights also known as
Halloweekend. For some this event lasted
even longer than a few days. That meant one
really good costume for four different places,
or four different costumes.
The costumes themselves became a little more extravagant. Not to pinpoint the
girls, but “Mean Girls” put it pretty well:
“Halloween is the one night a year when
girls can dress like a total slut and no other
girls can say anything about it.”
It went from dressing like a cat or a rabbit to dressing in lingerie with some cat ears
or adding a bow-tie to your rabbit costume
and being a playboy bunny.
There are still the men that do not care
and the other men that get sillier and more
creative with their costumes and really shoot
to surprise the crowd.

But the men also have their fair share of
risque costumes, going from Bob the Builder
to a construction worker that lost his shirt or
a little policeman to a bare Tarzan.
I once saw a costume where a man
dressed as a Facebook wall – probably one of
the most cleverly done costumes I have seen
to date.
I do have to say, though, we shall enjoy
this time while it lasts because five to 10
years down the line, some of us will be having kids of our own brought into the mix and
dressing up around them in your pimp or
Playboy Bunny costume may not be best fit.
The superhero comes back and the trick-ortreating starts again.

Michelle Pisarri, an English major, is in her second
year as a columnist for The Montclarion.

THE MONTCLARION MAILBAG
To the Editor:
Occupy Wall Street (OWS) is long overdue. The young people leading it should
resist its being co-opted by the Democratic
Party. They need to realize that Wall Street
cannot be separated from the capitalist system.
The capitalist system works only for the
super-rich and those who are well paid to
serve them. Nowhere is this more clear than
in the USA.
The richest country on earth is a site
of massive social injustice. Hundreds of
millions have no health care; no pensions;
are unemployed or under-employed; live in
slums; suffer from miserable prison-like
schools; pay huge amounts for “public” education.

The foulest racist ideas and practices are
promoted by major networks, news media
and schools, to keep incomes of non-white
workers a fraction of that of white workers,
and their lives shorter and more impoverished in every way.
U.S. rulers send soldiers to murder tens of
thousands of people around the world every
year to steal the natural resources (like
petroleum) and secure cheap labor which
drives down wages for American workers.
The capitalists run the country and both
Republican and Democratic parties. Finance
capitalists, symbolized by Wall Street, created the current Depression, then got their
flunkies in both parties to bail them out
with public money — yours and mine.

Now “conservatives” — politicians like
Gov. Christie, and those paid off or brainwashed by the rich — are blaming everybody
but those really responsible. Public workers.
The unemployed. Undocumented workers,
whom they call “illegal aliens.”
The Republican Party is openly the enemy
of U.S. employees, far worse than Al Qaeda.
Its policies kill more Americans than a
dozen 9/11’s every year.
(Sign seen at OWS last week: “Keep
Undocumented Workers — Deport
Republicans!”)
But the Democratic Party is, in a way,
worse. They promise reform only to stab
reformers in the back. The Dems will try to
co-opt the OWS movement. Don’t let them do

The Montclarion Mailbag Policy

it!

So OWS is good because it is the beginning of a fight against exploitation. This
consciousness needs to be clarified and
sharpened. Evil as Wall Street is, it is just
the tip of the iceberg.
The youth of today need to make the
21st century the era when capitalism — the
exploitation of the overwhelming majority
by the evil few — is buried for once and for
all.
Let’s make OWS the beginning of that
powerful movement we so desperately
need.
Grover Furr

All letters must be typed via e-mail and be submitted to The Montclarion by Monday at 9 p.m. Once received, letters or comments are the property The Montclarion
and Montelican Publishing, Inc. and may be edited for length, content, profanity and libel. No submissions will be printed unless they include the author’s name,
year and major for students, the author’s name and title for non-students or a username for online comments. Only one letter or comment by an author will be
printed each month. Letters and comments must pertain to issues addressed by Montclarion articles that occured in the previous print issue.. Letters or comments
that advertise for a business or website will not be printed. Letters must be submitted through e-mail as Microsoft Word documents to msuopinion@gmail.com.
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Revenge of the Nerds:

New York Comic Con draws record crowd
Alan Vallee
Arts Editor
Every year in the fall, nerds of all
varieties travel to the Mecca of comics, games and movies: the New York
Comic Con. This year’s event was the
largest in history with a record attendance of 105,000 people over the
course of four days.
As always, there were a variety
of exhibitors on the show floor ranging from the obvious Marvel and DC
Comics to indie superstars Oni Press,
publishers of the “Scott Pilgrim”
series, to gaming companies such as
Capcom and even film studios such as
Lionsgate Studios and Boy Wonder
Productions.
There was also a large number of
panels including the always-wonderful
“Robot Chicken” panel (see picture),
multiple panels on the role of women
and minorities in science fiction, fantasy and comics and even panels on
how to break into the industry.
If the panels and interesting booths
didn’t excite you, there were also
previews of movies and TV shows such
as “Ghost Rider: Spirit of Vengeance,”
“The Avengers,” “The Walking Dead”
and even a live podcast by Kevin
Smith. For those of you who revel
in video games, there was plenty of
representation on that end as well —
Capcom brought their marquee franchises out, debuting two new Resident
Evil games, a playable version of the
upcoming “Ultimate Marvel vs. Capcom 3,” the much-anticipated “Street
Fighter X Tekken” and two completely
original games – “Asura’s Wrath,” an
action game co-developed by CyberConnect2, known for the “.hack” series
and “Dragon’s Dogma,” an open-world
action-adventure game.
Let’s suppose for a moment that
neither games nor movies nor comics
hold any interest for you. Let’s imagine that your only passion in life is
sports.
Thankfully, Comic-Con and Capcom had you covered. On Saturday,
Capcom hosted the first football game
in the history of the show, officially
dubbed “SFXT BOWL MMXI,” headed
by the producers of Street Fighter and
Tekken, Yoshinori Ono and Katzuhiro
Harada. It was a close game, but eventually the Street Fighter team won
28-21 and Harada received a hilarious,
if somewhat humiliating, kick to the
rear end as part of the victory celebrations. There were also tournaments,
including a “Starcraft II” tournament
by the Intel Masters League and an
“Ultimate Marvel vs. Capcom 3” tournament hosted by Capcom with live
commentary by community manager
and noted commentator Seth Killian.
The comics world was also in attendance, with many panels by both
DC and Marvel about their upcoming
series and events, including several
“DC All-Access” panels and an open
question and answer session with the

This year’s Comic Con drew a record 105,000 attendees

Photo courtesy of Alan Vallee-Guerrero

At a fan’s request, Seth Green and Macaulay Culkin engage in a titillating pose.

publishers, Dan Didio and Jim Lee
and the annual “Cup O’ Joe” live panel
with Marvel Chief Creative Officer
Joe Quesada. There were also portfolio reviews by the Kubert School and
Marvel talent scouts. There were even

Photo courtesy of John Nowak, TBS Inc.

panels on how to independently publish comics digitally.
For everyone who attended, there
was certainly enough to keep them
entertained and thrilled. New York
Comic Con is an institution in the both

the comics industry and the general
pop culture scene which will only grow
in the future to truly massive proportions.
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Celebrate the vibrant history of Hawaiian hula!

Oct. 20 -23
Alexander Kasser Theater

rwww.peakperfs.org
*Undergraduate students at MSU receive one ticket at no additional charge to every event through the Performing Arts Fee with their valid student IDs.
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Gotta Cut Loose

“Footloose” dances into our hearts
Jennifer Davila
Staff Writer
The highly-anticipated remake of
the 1984 original “Footloose” opened in
theatres last Friday, starring professional dancers Kenny Wormald and
Julianne Hough. The casting for this
film was actively followed, because
actors Zac Efron and “Gossip Girl”
star Chase Crawford both dropped out
for the male lead. Kenny Wormald is
mostly known for his dancing career,
touring with entertainers like Madonna and Justin Timberlake. Julianne
Hough on the other hand is wellknown for being a two-time winner of
“Dancing with the Stars.”
The movie begins after a long
night of partying that ended in a fatal
car accident involving Bobby Moore
and his high school friends. His father,
Shaw Moore (Dennis Quaid), the
reverend of the church and member
of the Bomont City Council, decides
to strictly ban all public dancing and
loud music. Later, the audience is
introduced to Ren McCormack (Kenny
Wormald), a city boy from Boston
who moved to Bomont, Georgia to live
with his family after the death of his
mother.
After his first months at Bomont,
Ren quickly realizes how different
small-town life is compared to life
in Boston. His rebellious spirit has
members of the city council on their
toes as they fear that he may want to
challenge their laws. Reverend Moore
is mostly concerned because Ren immediately becomes interested in his
daughter Ariel (Julianne Hough).
This causes Reverend Moore to
become more controlling of her, forbidding her to see him. Ren then encour-

“Footloose” features entertaining dance numbers.

ages his friends and other students to
form a petition against the “no public
dancing” law. The intention behind
the petition is to receive consideration
for a future senior dance. Obviously, it
succeeds and everyone is treated to a
fantastic dance number.
Throughout the film, we see moments of loss, frustration and new
romance portrayed through the act
of dance. Although dancing is strictly
prohibited in Bomont, the students
always find a way to dance, even to
the extent of taking a two-hour drive
to another town.
The dance numbers in the film are

Photo courtesy of Silver Screenings.

very well choreographed and go handin-hand with the storyline, highlighting the southern roots and youthful
joy of the film.
Though reviews varied from critics, the 27-year gap did very little in
preventing from being a fun movie to
watch, making it a highly profitable
movie as well, landing the number

two spot with a very respectable $15.5
million for its opening weekend, only
slightly behind Hugh Jackman’s latest
blockbuster “Real Steel” which grossed
$16.3 million.

Jen’s Rating:
3.5 out of 5 dance moves

The Margaret and Herman Sokol Science Lecture

Thursday November 3, 2011
8:00 p.m.—Kasser Theater
“Persistent physical and mental health effects in World
Trade Center survivors”
Dr. Steven D. Stellman
Director of Research, World Trade Center Health Registry,
NYC Dept. of Health and Mental Hygiene
and
Professor of Clinical Epidemiology, Mailman School of Public Health, Columbia U.
Abstract: The September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center killed over 2800 people and left thousands more with both
short- and long-term health problems. These included respiratory effects, such as asthma, as well as mental health problems, such as posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD). This talk will review the wide range of reported health effects and how they differ among rescue/recovery
workers and volunteers, residents of lower Manhattan, area workers, passersby, and children. PTSD is most evident in persons who experienced
or witnessed events related to 9/11, including physical injury and loss of family, friends, or co-workers. Respiratory illnesses are most common
in those with prolonged and intense exposure to the initial cloud of dust and debris that accompanied the collapse of the towers and surrounding
buildings, as well as in residents and workers who returned to heavily damaged homes and workplaces. Ten years later, thousands of persons
continue to suffer from 9/11 related physical and mental health illnesses with reduced quality of life and substantial health care needs.

Tickets are available at the Kasser Theater Box Office or by calling 973-655-5112.
 FREE for MSU students, faculty, staff and alumni
 $15.00 for all others
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“The Walking Dead”
Still alive on AMC

Craig McCarthy
Web Editor
The reason why, on Sunday, a
combined 11 million viewers, breaking
the record for any drama basic cable
show, sat down to turn on AMC at
10:30 p.m. and 12:30 a.m. is because
“The Walking Dead” is better than any
zombie show, movie or book. It doesn’t
just draw from Hollywood gore; it creates believable characters that drive
the show. And the season two opener
“What Lies Ahead” didn’t disappoint.
It leaves off, probably, only a day
after the season one finale, giving
us viewers no gaps in the plot. The
episode mainly takes place broke down
their trip to Fort Bennett. For a very
basic story in the episode — stuck,
zombies are coming, oh no, they lost
someone — it creates a creeping anxiety that keeps viewers on the edge of
their seats.
Besides the characters’ acting,
which for a basic cable show is better
than some mainstream movies, the
show just looks nice. Especially since
the show was hit with a budget cut
from $3.4 million to $2.75 million.
The zombies look nothing short
of impressive. A large chunk of the
episode is a walk of the staggering
undead, down the highway where the
characters are broke down. It is a little
drawn out for me, 13 and half minutes
of a 63-minute episode, but does warrant a pat on the back for the make-up
and CGI directors of the show because it looks amazing. A close up is
shown of one of them climbing into the
broken-down RV, as Andrea hides in
the bathroom. Disfigured, only having
half the skin on its mouth, it was as
gruesome looking as Andrea jabbed a
screwdriver into its eyes over and over

More zombies, more drama is the promise that “The Walking Dead” makes.

again.
There were a few instances of dragging on though. Andrea still wants
to kill herself and now has become
extremely vocal about it. We get it. It’s
a zombie apocalypse and it’s not that
fun but stop complaining.
The other parts was, as mentioned
before, the over dramatized walk of
the undead. All they do is hide under
cars really? Does that work? Zombies
can climb into RVs and try to break
down a bathroom door after hearing a
small spring drop but they are invisible under the car? It seemed a little

Photo courtesy of Screen Rant.

ridiculous but might not have been, if
it didn’t last a fifth of the episode.
Although the 63 minutes could
have dragged on like a stumbling undead due to these complaints, it flowed
nicely. The character-driven episode
creates more tension between Andrea
and Dale, although annoying, it seems

to foreshadow their deaths. Shane and
Rick’s relationship sits on the edge of
disaster while Lori still plays an angel.
Since all the minor issues were
completely overshadowed by the great
things I would give the premiere a rating of 4 walkers and one crawler.

Craig’s Rating:
4.5 out of 5 zombies
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Seniors – What
Can You Do With a
Graduate Degree
from FDU?
Pursue a lifelong passion < Gain an edge on the competition <
Network with successful professionals < Have the credentials
you need for the job of your dreams < Problem solve with
confidence < Make a difference

FDU Graduate Open Houses

Tuesday, October 25 < ;  30
Metropolitan Campus

  

  

   

Thursday, October 27 < ;  30
College at Florham 



  





Learn more at www.fdu.edu/admissions <973-443-8905 (College at Florham)
Attention Veterans: FDU proudly participates in the

201-692-2554 (Metropolitan Campus)

Yellow Ribbon Program
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MSU Ice Hockey Off to Great Start
Red Hawks 2-0 in Super East League play, 3-1-1 overall
Steve Ricci
Staff Writer

The Montclair State University
ice hockey team had a home game on
Saturday, Oct. 16, as the Red Hawks
looked to take both games over the Foxes
of Marist College and advance to 2-0 in
the Super East League. One week after
coming from behind and stealing a win
from Marist, the Red Hawks did it again,
taking the season series from Marist
winning 3-2 and improving their overall
record to 3-1.
The Hawks allowed 15 shots in the
first period while only taking five; Red
Hawk goalie Kevin Fox stopped all 15
shots and Marist goalie Cody Capps
stopped the five he faced in the first period. The scoring started 9:37 into the second period when assistant captain John
Tully put the puck in the back of the net
on a pass from Kevin Tempsick and Tyler
Timek. Montclair held off the Foxes until
the 16-minute mark in the second period
when Marist’s Chris Cerbino scored on
Kevin Fox for Marist to even the game.
Going into the third period, Marist
was out-shooting MSU 26-19 but the
game was tied at one. Two minutes into
the third period, John Tully scored his
second of the game to put the Red Hawks
up by one. After the ensuing face-off,
just eight seconds later Marist’s Cerbino
scored his second of the game as well as
tying the game at two goals apiece. After
14 minutes of back-and-forth hockey and
no scoring, Nick Lieback came through
again scoring the game-winning goal for
the second straight game for the Red
Hawks.
“It feels great to come through for
my team and help get the win for us,”

Photo Courtesy of Tom Renae Sr.

Junior forward Kevin Tempsick celebrates after a second period goal by teammate John Tully.
Lieback said after scoring his second
game-winning goal. Fox played all
60 minutes of the game while recording 42 saves on 44 shots on goal and
posted a .954 save percentage and
2.00 goals against average.
“Even though we were zero for six
on the power play, we did not let up
a shorthanded goal like we have in
previous games, but were a perfect
five for five on the penalty kill and
PKs will help a team win a game as it

Men’s Soccer Defeats
Rutgers-Camden in NJAC Play
Matt Moreno
Staff Writer

The Red Hawks came into Saturday’s
game against New Jersey City University
eager to improve their standings in
the NJAC, and they defeated RutgersCamden. Montclair did not have much
room for miscues in a tight divisional
race.
In a game where high winds played a
factor in the match, Montclair was able
to shoot only 50 percent of its shots on
target and come out with the win.
The Red Hawks didn’t let much time
pass before scoring 15 minutes into the
match. Senior Kevin Zalewski notched
his seventh goal of the season and the
lone goal of the match.
NJCU keeper Manny Lojo wasn’t
able to control the initial shot taken by
Zalewski, who controlled his rebound and

tapped the ball past the diving Lojo.
At the 17-minute mark the Knights of
NJCU, off the counter-attack, put on the
pressure.
The ball was sent in off a cross and
was deflected just wide of Montclair’s
net. The Red Hawks out-shot the Knights
20-15 and were able to improve to 12-2-2
on the season and 4-1-1 in the NJAC.
Wednesday’s game at home against
Muhlenberg College pushed the Red
Hawks to their tenth win in the last 11
games. Along with the win, the team also
participated in a charity event in which
all the game’s proceeds will be given to
the Cure Stats Now Foundation, funding
Pediatric Cancer.
Seniors Sean Pauls and Kevin Zalewski
posted the two goals in the win while
junior goalkeeper Anthony Rogic had two
saves.
Montclair returns to Soccer Park
this Saturday as they take on Richard
Stockton at 5 p.m.

Photo Courtesy of Steve McCarthy

Senior Sean Pauls makes a crossing pass into the box during a game earlier
this month.

did today,” head coach Frank Barone said
after the game.
Montclair hit the ice against MarylandBaltimore County University later that
same day looking to sweep the weekend
and come back home with a pair of wins.
In a tough match that went into overtime, the Red Hawks and the Dawgs tied
4-4.
In a game that included a lot of scoring, Fox allowed four goals on 34 shots.
Goals for MSU were scored by Cody

Inglis who also posted an assist, John
Talamo who posted an assist as well,
Albert Abaunza whose goal came on the
power play – he also posted an assist and
still proves to be the freshman standout – and the fourth was scored by Sean
Mertens, assisted by Brandon Vigorito.
“It’s not a win but it’s not a loss either
and our guys fought for 65 minutes. I’ll
give them that,” Barone said. The Red
Hawks are now 3-1-1 overall and 2-0 in
the Super East League Conference.
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Red Hawks Win Three Straight
Josh Sternlieb
Staff Writer

The Montclair State women’s soccer
team continued their success Saturday
when they defeated New Jersey City
University 3-1 at MSU Soccer Park.
With the win, the Red Hawks improved
their record to 9-4-1 overall, and 5-2-0
in the NJAC. They were led by goals
from freshman Kaila Fasano, sophomore
Amanda Pero and freshman Francesca
Gibson.
The Red Hawks found themselves in
a hole early when the Gothic Knights’
Jennifer Albuja headed in her 19th goal
of the season off a cross from Amanda
Spethman.
“We had a miscommunication with
some of our defensive players,” said
head coach Pat Naughter of the early
Spethman goal. “We made a mistake and
let one of their better players have a shot
in the box and she’s not going to miss
that chance.”
But the Red Hawks, who outshot the
Gothic Knights 11 to three in the first
half, were able to find the equalizer in
the 37th minute. After making a run with
the ball, sophomore midfielder Jessica
Kiniery fired a shot off NJCU’s goalkeeper Brittany Hoffman.
Off the rebound, Fasano
was able to bury it in the back
of the net to tie the game at
one. That’s how the half ended
and the Red Hawks felt like
they had all the momentum
entering the second half.
“It probably was more of
3
a negative for them than a
positive for us because it took
the wind out of their sails,”
Naughter said. “It really put
1
them on their heels.”
The Red Hawks were quick

Kendall Zoppa | The Montclarion

Rachel Senyszyn takes an off-balance shot against the Gothic Knights of New Jersey City on Saturday, Oct. 15.

Red Hawks

Gothic Knights

to keep the momentum going and
added their second goal just 3:58
into the second half.
After winning a punt in the middle
of the field, the Red Hawks got the
ball out wide to Danielle Deserio,
who was able to find Amanda Pero.
Pero then made a breakaway run
with the ball and beat Hoffman low
to give MSU a 2-1 lead.
“At 1-1 you’re still fighting
and you feel good about yourself,”
Naughter said. “Then at 2-1 your
feel like you’re going to get to 3-1
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Photo Courtesy of Joey Cohen

and ice this game.”
That’s exactly what they did when
Francesca
Gibson
beat
Hoffman from 27 yards out on
the left side of the field.
The Red Hawks continued
their “team” first mentality.
Naughter was quick to point
out that not one player has
started every game this year
In addition, Naughter likes
to use a rotating system of
substitutions, both on offense
and defense, to keep his players fresh throughout the
game.
“Giving up that first
goal, everyone was angry,”
Naughter said. “We then
focused to, okay, they got one, now they
don’t get two and that’s something we
take pride in.”
The win improves their record to 9-4-1
overall, 5-2 in the NJAC and their fifth
win in their last six games. They currently sit in third place in the conference and
if they can continue their success, they
can earn a first-round home field playoff
berth in the conference tournament.
Montclair State’s women’s soccer continued their streak of great play with a
4-0 win over SUNY Old Westbury. With
the win, the Red Hawks have won six out

of their last seven.
In the 25th minute, Francesca Gibson
made a run with a ball for a
breakaway and was able to beat
Old Westbury’s goalie Caitlin
Thomas with a shot to the bottom right corner of the net.
Less than 10 minutes later, a
Melanie Greco shot hit the post,
where Kaila Fasano was able to
put the ball in the net after the
getting the rebound. The goal
was Fasano’s first of two goals.
Fasano was able to give the
Red Hawks a 3-0 lead only eight
minutes into the second have
when she finished a cross from
Brittany Casares.
Freshman goalkeeper
Gina Policastaro recorded her fourth
shutout of the season with two saves on
the day.
The Red Hawks are now 10-4-1 and
continue their quest for a home playoff
game in the first round of the NJAC
Conference Tournament. The Red Hawks
are currently in third place.
The top two seeds receive a bye into
the second round while the third and
fourth place finishers receive a home
field playoff game in the first round
which is scheduled to start Oct. 29th.
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Jenna Carroll goes up for a header against Amanda Filippone during the Red
Hawks’ 3-1 win of the Gothic Knights.
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Not Your Average College Cafe!

Come visit Einstein Bagels at College Hall, 1st Floor and experience
some Fall Flavors. For a limited time only, we have Pumpkin
Muffins and Bagels that compliments’ the Autumn Rose Coffee. You
can Go Green and save by purchasing a Travel Mug and your coffee
refill’s are only $1.12 every time you pay us a visit.
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Field Hockey

NJAC

Univserity at home on Wednesday, Oct.
19.
The Red Hawks played as if they were
still fighting for the perfect season. MSU
took an outstanding 19 shots on goal. Out
of those 19, 14 came in the first half.
The Drew defense and goalie were
under constant pressure. It was very
clear that the Red Hawks were frustrated about their loss and they decided
to take it out on the Rangers.
Carroll proved to be the backbone
of the explosive offense in Wednesday’s

matchup. Carroll had seven shots — six
shots on goal, two goals and one assist.
Carroll’s two goals gave her 14 goals this
season.
The defense was back in full form as
the Rangers were held to a mere eight
shots throughout the game.
The Red Hawks now stand at 15-1 (3-1
NJAC). MSU has only three games left
in the regular season. MSU will play its
last two games at home before competing
in the NJAC Tournament that starts on
Wednesday, Nov. 2.

Fischer Injury Update
Ryan Fanning
Staff Writer

Montclair’s football team will be without starting quarterback Tom Fischer
for at least four weeks due to a fractured ankle. Fischer sustained the injury
during the team’s win against SUNY
Cortland earlier this month when the
quarterback was tackled from behind in
the second quarter.
“I was throwing the ball and their
defensive end came through and went to
tackle me,” said Fischer. “He fell on my
ankle, it bent back and I felt a pop.”
The Montclair quarterback’s injured
status is indefinite. He has been treating

23

Football

Continued from page 24

change the game. I called a time out and
we made several adjustments. We took
some great shots in the last five minutes
but just couldn’t score,” said Gottung
regarding the game-winning goal.
Coach Guttung is “confident that the
team will play great in our four remaining games. We have an opportunity to go
18-1 and break the program record for
the most wins in a season before the postseason even begins.”
After suffering their first loss of the
season, the Red Hawks played Drew

sports

his ankle with stim and ice to try to cut
down on the anticipated four to six-week
recovery time. He has also been fitted
with a boot to keep the swelling down as
he continues his rehab. He is currently
working with the trainers at Montclair,
hoping to speed up the recovery process;
if all goes well Fischer may be able to
step onto the field before the season is
over.
“My ankle is getting better, still a little
swollen from the sprain, but the biggest
thing keeping me from playing is the
break,” Fischer said.
In the meantime Fischer is doing the
best he can from the sidelines to put his

team in position to win without him.
Head coach Rick Giancola said, “Tom’s
been at practice, talking with Drew
(Cathey), helping him out every day.”
Cathey, who started in Fischer’s place
last Saturday, helped Montclair pick up
its sixth win this season against William
Paterson University.
“I try to help him [Cathey] on the field,
just things I see that I think he might be
missing during the game,” said Fischer.
The MSU football team will look to continue its winning streak without Fischer
as they travel to Lions Stadium at The
College of New Jersey this Saturday at 2
p.m.

Overall

MSU

5-0

6-0

Kean

4-1

5-1

Rowan

4-1

4-2

Cortland St.

4-2

4-2

TCNJ

3-2

4-2

Buffalo St.

3-3

3-4

W. Paterson

1-4

2-4

Brockport

1-4

1-5

Morrisville St.

1-4

1-5

West. Conn.

0-5

0-6

This Week
10/22 @ TCNJ

2 p.m.

Last Week
10/15 MSU 20, William Paterson 0

Men’s Soccer
NJAC
RU-Camden
MSU
WPU
Rowan
RU-Newark
Stockton
Ramapo
TCNJ
NJCU

Overall

5 - 0 - 1 13 - 2 - 1
4 - 1 - 1 12 - 2 - 2
4 - 2 - 1 11 - 3 - 2
3-2-2
7-4-3
3 - 2 - 1 10 - 6 - 1
2-3-1
9-6-2
1-3-1
7-5-2
0-4-2
5-6-4
0-5-0
4 - 10 - 1

This Week
10/22 vs. Stockton
10/24 @ NYU-Polytechnic
10/26 @ Ramapo

Who’s Hot This Week

5 p.m.
7 p.m.
3 p.m.

Last Week
10/15 MSU 1, NJCU 0
10/19 MSU 2, Muhlenberg 1

Women’s Soccer

Kevin Zalewski
Forward — Men’s Soccer
Zalewski scored the only goal of a 1-0 victory against
New Jersey City University. His goal in the 15th minute
helped the Red Hawks hold the second-place spot in the
NJAC standings.

TCNJ
Rowan
MSU
Stockton
NJCU
WPU
Ramapo
RU-Camden
RU-Newark

NJAC
Overall
6-0-0
9-2-1
6 - 0 - 0 10 - 3 - 0
5 - 2 - 0 11 - 4 - 1
4-3-0
9-5-3
3 - 3 - 0 12 - 5 - 0
1-5-1
4-7-1
1-4-0
3-9-2
0-4-1
0 - 10 - 2
0 - 5 - 0 4 - 12 - 0

This Week
10/22 vs. Vassar
10/26 vs. Ramapo

2 p.m.
3 p.m.

Last Week
10/15 MSU 3, NJCU 1
10/17 MSU 4, Old Westbury 0
10/19 MSU 2 , St. Joseph’s 0

Kaila Fasano
Forward — Women’s Soccer
Fasano scored twice and assisted on another goal in
Montclair’s commanding 4-0 victory over SUNY Old
Westbury. Fasano also had a goal in the Red Hawks 3-1
victory against New Jersey City University.

Field Hockey
TCNJ
MSU
Rowan
Kean
Ramapo
WPU
Stockton

NJAC

Overall

5-0
3-1
3-1
3-2
1-4
1-4
0-4

13 - 2
15 - 1
11 - 5
9-4
9-5
3 - 13
7-5

This Week
10/22 @ Stockton
10/26 vs. William Paterson

Game of the Week
Women’s Soccer
Wednesday, Oct. 26, 3 p.m.
vs. Ramapo
Sprague Field
The Red Hawks welcome the Ramapo Roadrunners in an NJAC
divisional matchup. Montclair
looks to improve on their 5-2
NJAC record and unseat Ramapo
or TCNJ above them.

1 p.m.
7 p.m.

Last Week
10/15 TCNJ 1, MSU 0
10/19 MSU 5 , Drew 1

Volleyball

Stockton
Ramapo
Rowan
RU-Camden
MSU
WPU
RU-Newark
NJCU

NJAC

Overall

6-0
5-1
3-2
2-3
2-3
2-4
2-4
0-5

20 - 7
19 - 4
11 - 14
11 - 14
9 - 14
15 - 6
5 - 16
5 - 14

This Week
10/20 @ William Paterson
10/22 vs. Hunter
10/22 vs. St. Elizabeth
Last Week
10/13 MSU 3, NJCU 0
10/15 Baruch 3, MSU 0

7 p.m.
11 a.m.
3 p.m.

Ice Hockey 2-0 against
Marist College
p. 20

Check out TheMontclarion.org
on Monday for Recaps of this
Weekend’s Games

Women’s Soccer wins
third straight
p. 21

MontclarionSports@gmail.com

Lions Shoot Down Red Hawks
TCNJ hands MSU first loss of season with goal in closing minutes
Nick Verhagen
Assistant Sports Editor

Hopes were high and adrenaline was
too Saturday afternoon when the 14-0
Red Hawks took the field against the
11-2 Lions of TCNJ. Both teams sit atop
the NJAC and have been bitter rivals for
decades.
TCNJ and MSU first competed against
each other in 1961 when The College
of New Jersey was still Trenton State
College and Montclair State University
was Montclair State College. Trenton
State came out on top 4-3. Ever since
that first meeting, the Red Hawks have
gone 7-56-4 against the Lions — a win
percentage of .104. The last time MSU
beat TCNJ was in 2005 under coach Beth
Gottung. The Red Hawks won 2-1 at
home after going into overtime.
Since Gottung took the reins in 2002,
the Red Hawks have gone 2-8 against the
Lions for a win percentage of .200. Two
wins in 11 years is a pretty impressive
record, considering the fact that MSU
only had five wins in the 40 years prior.
In those 11 years, TCNJ has outscored
MSU 33-16. Almost every time these two
teams meet, it has been a close game.
The only times the Red Hawks were
blown away by the Lions were in 2002
when they lost 2-6 and in 2004 when
they were shutout 0-7. Surprisingly, both
of the blowouts occurred when the MSU
played away at TCNJ.
Both teams went into Saturday’s game
undefeated in NJAC play. To further

increase the hype for this game, both
teams were nationally ranked in the top
10. The Lions were ranked sixth and
the Red Hawks were ranked seventh in
NCAA Div. III Field Hockey.
“I was excited to play TCNJ at home.
I knew that it would be a good game and
I felt confident that we could win,” said
Gottung. “I think there is always pressure to perform against top teams in the
conference. Plus, being undefeated that
far into the season was both exciting and
stressful.”
The first half was not very exciting:
the teams had a combined six shots, four
of which were saved, and went into halftime tied 0-0. The second half saw a huge
burst of offense for both teams. TCNJ
took 11 of their 13 shots in the second
half. MSU took two more shots than they
did in the first half to take a total of 10
shots.
“I thought our defense played a great
game. TCNJ is one of the top teams in
Division III so we knew they’d take a lot
of shots. We kept the game very statistically even,” said Gottung.
The teams were at a stalemate throughout the majority of the game. With six
minutes left in regulation, the teams set
up for a TCNJ penalty corner. TCNJ took
a 1-0 lead late in the game with a goal by
freshman forward Erin Healy. The goal
marked Healy’s eighth of the season.
“I knew we needed to change the
lineup to be more offensive and try to
Field Hockey Continued on Page 23
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Brittany Carroll fighting for the ball during Saturday’s game against TCNJ.

Pioneers Turnover Momentum to Red Hawks
Six takeaways lead MSU to 6-0 start with rout of WPU

Though
the
Red Hawks clearly dominated the
game, Montclair’s
offense was merely
formidable. They
had enough possessions in William
Paterson’s
red
zone that would
have allowed them
to put the game
away earlier than
anticipated, but
twice came away
with field goals
instead of touchdowns.
Since
Tom
Fischer’s injury at
the end of the first
half of the previous
game, Montclair’s
offense has had
trouble moving the
ball through the
air. Drew Cathey,
who was starting
in place of Fischer,
had a manageable
game. He threw for
only 83 yards on
the day, completing 11 passes out
of 23 attempts (a
48 percent compleKendall Zoppa | The Montclarion
tion percentage)
Chris D’Andrea pushing through the line in Saturday’s game against William Paterson. D’Andrea ran for with one intercep193 yards and one touchdown during the 20-0 victory over the Pioneers.
tion.
Dan Keegan, who was held in check
Jay Hrina
Montclair State’s defense stepped up
at wide receiver, had an excellent game
Assistant Sports Editor
in this game; on top of their assertive
returning kicks. He returned his first
The Red Hawks dominated local rivals
shutout Montclair forced six turnovers,
for 53 yards, putting Montclair in great
William Paterson with a 20-0 victory at
two of which were interceptions by senior
field position at the William Paterson
Sprague Field Saturday.
captain Chad Faulcon.
26-yard line; he also had another return

later in the game for 44 yards. For his
performance in this, Keegan was named
NJAC’s Special Teams Player of the
Week. Over the past six weeks Montclair
has claimed this reward four times; kicker Jake DelVento was the most recent
winner after being awarded for his performance against Cortland State.
Chris D’Andrea had a stellar game,
rushing for 193 yards and a touchdown.
He has big-play ability as well as great
field vision and his patience behind the
line allow him to wait for the hole to
form before bursting through. Just like
in every other game this season it takes
multiple guys to pull him down.
Montclair, who was ranked seventh
and 11th according to the American
Football Coaches Association Poll and
D3Football.com Top 25, respectively,
heading into this game, is now in first
place in the NJAC conference with a 5-0
NJAC record (6-0 overall). As of Oct.
18, Montclair is still ranked seventh in
the AMCA Poll but has jumped up two
spots from number 11 to being the ninthranked team, according to D3Football.
com. Football is one spot behind men’s
soccer in overall ranking and one spot
ahead of the MSU field hockey team
(rankings are being compared through
similar polls; sports are never ranked
against one another).
Montclair is on the road next Saturday
when they play The College of New
Jersey. TCNJ is only a few spots behind
Montclair in the NJAC standings with a
3-2 conference record. Montclair should
win this game as well as their next
against Western Connecticut, but the
final two games of the season will prove
to be the Red Hawks’ biggest test of the
season: They face off against Rowan
University and then end their season
against Kean University.

